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ABSTRACT

A three-year program of continued research into the chemical and
meteorological aspects of Arctic haze is planned. The principal focus
will be on extending and refining our new system of regional elemental
tracers for pollution aerosol and using it to better understand the
sources and transport of Arctic haze. Raw data for the tracer system
will come from continued analysis of aerosol samples at Barrow, at
several sites in the Norwegian Arctic (in cooperation with the
Norwegian Institute for Air Research), the NOkA/ONR AGASP aircraft-
sampling program, various cooperative sites in Europe, and continued
aircraft samples from the Eurasian Arctic. All samples will be
analyzed for trace elements by neutron activation and atomic
absorption and for sulfate by turbidimetry. The project on particle-
size distributions of the Barrow aerosol will be concluded. The
cooperative study of Arctic bromine with the National Center for
Atmospheric Research will continue. The Third Symposium on Arctic Air
Chemistry will be organized jointly with the Canadian Atmospheric
Environment Service. As a result of these efforts, we should have an
elemental tracer system which will reveal with much greater precision
area sources, point sources, and transport pathways of pollution
aerrsol in the Arctic. As a fringe benefit, we will understand
sources and transport of aerosol in and around Europe with the same
improved precision.
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I. Progress Report - August 1980-July 1983 (URI, UA)

A. Hiahlights of activities and results

1. Activities

Routine aerosol sampling at Barrow and Fairbanks
continued. At Barrow, the samples were daily
during winter 1980-81, winter 1981-82, and March-
April 1983, semi-weekly otherwise. At Fairbanks,
samples were weekly.

After establishing a basic four-year record of
aerosol at Barrow, subsequent analysis has been
selective.

Cascade-impactor samples from Barrow and Europe
were taken and analyzed for sulfate and trace
elements (Lewis M.S. thesis, URI).

Aerosol sampling at Iceland continued. After the
initial period of weekly samples, they were taken
every two days.

Aerosol was sampled at western Ireland during
winter 1980-81 and the following sunuer.

A cooperative European Aerosol-Sampling Network was
established, and provided samples during 1981 and

1982. Sites were in Belgium, Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Sweden and Finland.

Analysis and interpretation of aerosol samples from
eastern North America led the URI group into a
substantial involvement with the acid-precipitation
question there.

Papers from the Second Symposium on Arctic Air
Chemistry were published in a special issue of
Atmospheric Environment (August 1981) with K. Rahn
as guest editor.

Plans were made for the Third Symposium on Arctic
Air Chemistry, to be held May 1984 in Toronto, with
L.A. Barrie as host and K. Rahn as chairman.

T. Conway, R. Borys and W. Riatz partizipated in the
summer 1980 YMER-80 cruie in the Norwegian Arctic.

The Ph.D. theses of R. Borys (Colorado State Univer-
sity) and W. Raatz (University of Alaska) were comp-
leted.

A cooperative program with W. Berg of NCAR on
Arctic bromine was begun.
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Plans for a joint program with the Soviet Unior on
USSR aerosol were made, through the US-USSR Bi-

lateral Agreement on Protection of the Environment.

K. Rahn was invited to visit the People's Republic
of China for 3 weeks in September 1983. A joint
program on elemental tracers of Chinese aerosol is

likely to result.

A cooperative program with the Air Force was
established for analysis of aircraft samples of
aerosol from the Eurasian Arctic.

K. Rahn, R. Borys, G. Shaw and W. Raatz partici-

pated in the NOAA/ONR aircraft-based Arctic Gas and
Aerosol Sampling Program during March and April
1983.

A cooperative program with the Norwegian Institute
for Air Research was begun, under which URI will
analyze samples taken by NILU at various points in
the Norwegian Arctic.

A diffusion battery and sensitive particle counter for
measuring particle-size distributions throughout the
Aitken range was constructed at UA and used extensively
outside Fairbanks.

Further optical measurements were taken in Fairbanks,
Barrow. and the Norwegian Arctic.

Using an electron microscope, single aerosol particles
from Alaska and the Norwegian Arctic were analyzed for
a variety of major and minor elements.

The photo-reactivity of air and air doped with
various gases was investigated outside Fairbanks.

The records of haze from the Ptarmigan weather-

reconnaissance flights were examined statistically.

2. Results

The basic four-year record of certain constituents in
the Barrow aerosol showed distinct and reproducible
seasonal variations.

S02 at Bear Island during winter was found to be
highly pulsed and associated mainly with cyclonic
trajectories from eastern Europe and the USSR. Long
residence times were inferred.

On the basis of a wide variety of Indirect meteoro-
logical and chemical evidence, Eurasia was strongly
suggested to be the major source of Arctic haze, with

North America contributing only occasionally.
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This was confirmed by the noncrustal Mn/V ratio, the
first regional tracer for pollution aerosol to be
developed. Values in the Arctic were compatible with
Eurasian sources and incompatible with eastern North
American sources.

The dominance of Eurasian sources was further con-
firmed by a much more sophisticated seven-element
tracer system which proved capable of discriminating
among regional aerosols in Europe and North America
even after long-range transport. At least 801 of the
aerosols at Barrow and 95% of those at Bear Island
were Eurasian in origin.

Elemental data from eastern North America were used to
help understand the sources and transport of pollution
aerosol there, from the standpoint of acid deposition.
They revealed that the Northeast was exposed to a
wider variety of aerosols than previously recogni7
and that sourcei for coastal sites were very dif-
ferent from those for interior sites.

The signature of aerosol from the Noril'sk smelti
complex was developed, and found only once in 50
samples at Barrow. When present, it affected a f
trace elements, not the bulk of the haze aerosol.

"Black" and "white" episodes of pollution aerosol in
Europe were shown to be early stages of a general

atmospheric aging process which leads ultimately to
the characteristics observed in Arctic aerosol.

Pollution aerosol from midlatitudes increases the
concentrations of cloud-condensation nuclei in the
Arctic but decreases the concentrations of ice nuclei.

Clouds in polluted hectic air masses may have fewer ice
crystals but more liquid drops than clouds in unpol-
luted Arctic air. The "polluted" clouds would thus be
more colloidally stable and optically thicker than
otherwise.

The strange spring maximum in atmospheric bromine at
Barrow was studied further. Via a cooperative pro-
gram with NCAR, it was shown that the levels of total
Br (gaseous plus particulate) at that time are the
highest observed anywhere. A natural marine source
seems likely.

Aircraft samples from the Eurasian Arctic allowed ele-
mental signatures for point and area sources within the
Soviet Union to be developed, and showed that this area
was the source for much of the pollution aerosol found
at Barrow.
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An eddy-diffusion model predicted the sulfate concen-
trations in the Arctic atmosphere to within a factor
of two and suggested that Arctic cloudiness was the
dominant factor in producing the tenfold seasonal
variations in Arctic pollution aerosol.

Optical measurements have confirmed that the single-
scattering albedo for the Arctic aerosol is low
(0.6-0.8), because of its large soot content. This
supports the earlier deduction that pollution aerosol
in the Arctic warms the lower atmosphere during
spring.

A spring maximum in atmospheric turbidity was found
for the Fairbanks area, in near-coincidence with the
better-known spring maximum at Barrow. The Fairbanks
maximum is associated with outbreaks of Arctic air
from the North.

Analysis of individual aerosol particles from the
Norwegian Arctic showed that the larger particles were
predominantly sea salt and soil, whereas the smaller
particles were strongly sulfurous.

Particles entering central Alaska from the Pacific had
unimodal size spectra, with a particle maximum near
radius 10-2 pm and relatively large numbers
(300-2000 cm-3 ); particles entering from the Arctic
had bimodal distributions (maxima at radii 3xI0

- 3

and 5x10- 2 Vm), lower numbers (150-700 -m-3). but
twice the mass in the submicron range.

It was found that large numbers of tiny particles are
produced when Pacific air at Fairbanks is irradiated
with ultraviolet light, whereas Arctic air near
Fairbanks showed no such effect.

Meteorological analysis suggested that transport of
aerosol from Eurasia to Alaska is controlled more by
anvicyclones than by cyclones. The zone of greatest
transport may be in the area of strong pressure
gradient along the edge of quasi-stationary
anticyclones.

Examination of the records of the "Ptarmigan" weather
reconnaissance flights showed that their haze obser-
vations had a seasonal variation similar to that of
modern pollution aerosol at Barrow. Haze observations
during summser may have been caused occasionally by

Asian desert dust.
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B. Activities

1. Routine aerosol samplinx in Alaska.

Throughout our Arctic Haze project, we have sampled
surface aerosol continuously at Barrow, Alaska because of the valuable
information contained in these samples. We are now approaching seven
years of sampling; our tentative plan is to continue until the record is
ten years long (at the end of the period covered by this renewal
proposal).

Originally, we sampled weekly. Because of the high levels of
pollution aerosol encountered during the first winter at Barrow, we felt
confident in switching to semi-weekly samples the second winter.
Beginning in 1979-80, we collected daily samples during winter and
semi-weekly samples during summer. Last winter (1982-83), because the
backlog of samples was so great, we switched back to semi-weekly
samples. At this point, we plan to continue the semi-weekly schedule
except for special events.

The first four years of samples have been analyzed for sulfate by
turbidimetry and trace elements by short-lived neutron activation. One
winter has been analyzed for additional elements by long-lived neutron
activation. Currently, additional samples from Barrow are now being
archived for selective analysis later. This is quite acceptable to
NOAA/GMCC, which collects them for us.

At Fairbanks, sampling is weekly and the samples are archived.

2. Analysis of cascade-impactor samples from Barrow and
points in Europe (Lewis M.S. thesis, URI).

For her Master's thesis, N.F. Lewis of URI had six
cascade impactors fabricated and sent to Europe and the Arctic. During

the winter of 1981-82, six week-long samples were taken for her at
Barrow, as well as seven others from Sweden and West Germany. These
samples are now completely analyzed, and her thesis is being written.
The defense is expected in September or October 1983. The project has
been a success.

3. Aerosol samplinm in Iceland

Thanks to the patience and cooperativeness of the
Icelandic Meteorological Office, aerosol sampling in Iceland has con-
tinued in an unbroken fashion during the past three years. We have
analyzed only a portion of the samples, but have been able to show that
pollution aerosol there is predominantly European, not North American. A
variety of strong episodes from Europe has been detected, both during
summer and winter. No cases of transport from North America have been

detected. We expect to continue this program for at least 1-2 years more.
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4. Aerosol sampling in western Ireland

As part of our prog -n to study possible trans-
Atlantic transport of aerosol from Nouri America to Europe and the
Arctic, we arranged for a series of aerosol samples to be taken for us in

the Aran Islands, just outside Galway Bay in western Ireland. Through
the courtesy of Dr. Edward Monahan, an ONR contractor at the Department
of Oceanography in University College Galway, we received samples during
winter 1980-81 and summer 1981. Analysis of these samples showed clearly

that all air masses from the Atlantic were clean, and thus agreed with
our data from Iceland that trans-Atlantic transport of aerosol could not
be detected near the surface.

We are now completing the analysis of these samples, and expect to
use them to help establish trace-elemental signatures from the United
Kingdom aerosol. Our signatures from the U.K. are not as well-developed
as are those from western Europe proper.

5. The URI European Aerosol-Sampling Network

In 1981 we established the cooperative URI European
Aerosol-Sampling Network, for the dual purpose of examining the
variations in signatures in and around Europe and learning once and for
all whether Europe was really the source of Arctic aerosol. We managed
to enlist help from six countries, and obtained aerosol samples from
Ghent, Belgium; Mainz and West Berlin, West Germany; Kecskemet and
Budapest, Hungary; Rorvik, Sweden; and Ahtari, Finland. These sites
operated for various periods in 1981-83. With the help of additional
samples from Ireland, Iceland, France, Norway and the Norwegian Arctic,
we are well on our way to formulating a detailed picture of European
aerosol and how it moves.

This project has succeeded beyond our wildest dreams. Some of its
results are discussed in Sections I.C.5 and I.E.5.

6. Sources of acid rain in eastern North America

Although this aspect of our work is not a true Arctic
topic, It represents such an interesting and (we believe) significant
spinoff that we mention it here. Approximately two years ago, we set
out to use our new noncrustal Mn/V ratio to confirm that the Midwest was
a major source of pollution aerosol for the East Coast. Recall that the
noncrustal Mn/V ratio was developed originally to discriminate between
aerosol from eastern North America and Europe. Knowing that the Mn/V
ratio of midwestern aerosol was an order of magnitude higher than that of
northeastern aerosol, we reasoned that pulses of aerosol from the Midwest
should have higher Mn/V ratios than the more local aerosol before or

after the pulses. Using three years of data from Rhode Island, we were
unable to find higher Mn/V ratios associated with pollution episodes in

summwer. Instead, we found northeastern ratios throughout the episodes.
Near-midwestern Mn/V ratios were found only in winter, and then rarely
and under nonepisodic conditions.
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At the urging of colleagues, we released these findings in an open
letter of 21 November 1981. Others distributed this letter widely, and
elemental tracers have been in the news ever since.

In the interim, we have refined our tracer system and broadened
our geographical coverage of the Northeast. We now see clearly that
sources and transport are very different for the coastal Northeast than
for the interior Northeast. The classical picture of dominant midwestern
sources of sulfate and acidity holds reasonably well for the interior,
but much less so for the coast. The great importance of these results is
that they offer a more direct and reliable picture of sources and
transport of aerosol than is available otherwise, i.e., through
long-range transport models. We hope that they will help lead to a
control program for SO2 which is balanced rather than being slanted
unduly toward any particular region.

One beneficial aspect of this whole experience is that it allowed
us to collect considerably more trace-element data from North America
than we would have otherwise. The North American regional signatures
have been useful in formulating a general picture of elemental tracers
(see the Science preprint in Section I.E.5).

7. The Arctic issue of Atmospheric Environment

Twenty-one papers from the Second Symposium on Arctic
Air Chemistry, held at URI 6-8 May 1980, were published together in a
special issue of Atmospheric Environment dated August 1981. K. Rahn
served as Guest Editor. These papers have given Arctic air chemistry a
visibility and respectability that it did not have before, and signaled
the beginning of general acceptance for the ideas which we had championed
for several years. Now the field has a momentum of its own; we need no
longer push and prod.

8. Plans for the Third Symposium on Arctic Air Chemistry

The Third Symposium on Arctic Air Chemistry is now
being planned. It will be held 7-9 May 1984 (four years after the Second
Symposium) in Downsview, Ontario. Dr. L.A. Barrie of the Canadian
Atmospheric Environment Service will be host; K.A. Rahn will be
chairman. We expect the symposium to be very well attended. It will be
sponsored entirely by the Canadian government.

9. Participation in YMER-80.

During June-September 1980, three members of our
project (T. Conway, R. Borys, W. Raatz) participated In the cruise of the
Swedish icebreaker YMER in the waters of the Norwegian Arctic. K. Rahn
had attended an earlier planning meeting in Stockholm. T. Conway and R.
Borys took aerosol samples from the ship; W. Raatz took air samples and
optical measurements for G. Shaw from Kungsoya. Dr. Borys' measurements
formed part of his thesis; Raatz-Shaw's data have appeared in part in an
Atmospheric Environment article on single-particle .nalysis of polar
aerosols. In general, the YMER-80 measurements have confirmed that the
Norwegian Arctic is extremely clean in summer.
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10. Borys and Raatz Ph.D. theses completed.

In May 1983, R. Borys of Colorado State University and
W. Raatz of the University of Alaska completed their Ph.D. theses on
Arctic air chemistry. Both were sponsored in part by this ONR project.
Their results are summarized in Section I.C.

11. Cooperative program on bromine in the Arctic
atmosphere.

For the past two years, URI and the National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) have had a cooperative program in
research on the unusual behavior of bromine in the Arctic atmosphere. It
began with discussions between K. Rahn and W. Berg of NCAR, who has been
measuring Br in the stratosphere for the last few years. Recently, Dr.
Berg has found extremely high concentrations in the stratosphere,
unmatched by tropospheric concentrations known anywhere. When K. Rahn
told him of the unusually high concentrations of particulate Br in the
Arctic atmosphere during spring (discussed in the previous Project
Report/Renewal Proposal), he became very interested. The result has been
a joint program of further study at Barrow. As part of this program,
detailed measurements of particulate and gaseous bromine have been made
at Barrow during spring and summer, as well as on the AGASP flights
(Section I.B.15) last spring. One paper is about to appear, and another
is being prepared. The source for all this Arctic Br is something that
has not been encountered elsewhere, and study of it is sure to add
significantly to our understanding of atmospheric bromine in general.

12. URI-USSR project on USSR pollution aerosol.

For at least three years, we have suspected strongly
that the Soviet Union is a source of much or most of the pollution
aerosol measured at Barrow, Alaska. Our suspicions were generated
originally by our inability to connect more than about half the pulses of
pollution aerosol at Barrow with events of flow from Europe. They were
reinforced by the noncrustal Mn/V ratio at Barrow, which was found to be
too high to have come from sources in western Europe. Once our attention
was focused farther east in the Soviet Union, an obvious mechanism of
transport was discovered (the so-called Taymyr pathway) which we had
cverlooked previously.

The big unknown in this equation is the composition of Soviet
Union aerosol at the source. At this point we have direct measurements
of aerosol from North America as well as western and eastern Europe, but
not the Soviet Union. To remedy this, we have been contacting the Soviet
Union and proposing a joint study of either the Soviet Arctic or the
Soviet source areas themselves. Our first informal approaches were
either ignored or turned down. The next approach, through the US-USSR
Bilateral Agreement on Protection of the Environment, was for aerosol
studies in the Soviet Arctic, and it too was turned down.

In January 1983, a second proposal was made through the Bilateral
Agreement, for an elemental tracer study in the Soviet Union. So far,
the prospects for its approval seem good. Two Russian scientists visited
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URI last April and discussed the proposal in detail. As presently
envisioned, the initial study would take place outside Vilnius,
Lithuania, and would consist of a straightforward collection of aerosol
samples followed by analysis for trace elements and major constituents.
From these results, elemental signatures would be sought and developed
jointly. If successful, the process would be repeated at other points
within the Soviet Union.

The next step is for K. Rahn to pay a return visit to the Soviet
Union. This visit is tentatively scheduled for late 1983. The itinerary
consists of Leningrad, Moscow and Vilnius.

This project will not be a formal part of our OUR Contract. We
have summarized it here because of its relevance and because it
illustrates the increasing acceptance of our system of elemental tracers.

13. K. Rahn to visit PRC: prospects of a joint Program on
tracers.

In May 1983, K. Rahn was invited to participate in a
delegation of air-quality specialists visiting the People's Republic of
China for three weeks in September 1983. The trip is being arranged by
People-to-People International, in response to an invitation by the
Ministry of Metallurgical Industry of the PRC. The invitation to K. Rahn
is a direct result of his activities with elemental tracers and acid-rain
problems in the U.S.

While this visit is not a formal part of our ONR Contract, its
goals are in harmony with our long-term efforts to develop a system of
elemental tracers and apply it broadly. K. Rahn is also In touch with
Zhao Dianwu of the Institute of Environmental Chemistry, Academia Sinica,
Beijing, who is interested in holding joint discussions on elemental
tracers and considering possible cooperative activities. K. Rahn has
accepted an invitation to visit Zhao's institute during his trip. He
will also meet with his nearest equivalents in China, two researchers who
have been using the nuclear reactor at Qinghua University to characterize
Beijing aerosols.

14. Aircraft samples of aerosol from the Eurasian Arctic

During the last four years, the University of Rhode Island
and the U.S. Air Force have engaged in an unofficial joint program
whereby aerosol samples taken aloft in the Eurasian Arctic are provided
to URI for trace-element analysis. This program was difficult to esta-
blish, but now is on a sound footing. For example, we did not know at

first whether their samples would be analyzable by neutron activation,
because the filter material is impure relative to the ashless cellulose
that we use elsewhere Also, the aircraft samples are taken for much
shorter periods than we would prefer. But these problems have been
worked out, and we now know that we can analyze the samples for enough
elements to characterize them reasonably.

Recently, this program was made official. We expect it to continue
indefinitely. The information it offers is invaluable.

j
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15. Participation in AGASP flichts

During March and April 1983, four members of our
project (G. Shaw, W. Raatz, R. Borys, K. Rahn) participated In the
NOAA/ONR Arctic Gas- and Aerosol-Sampling Program (AGASP) in the Arctic.
This consisted of approximately 80 hours of research flights in the NOAA
P3 aircraft, based successively in Alaska, Greenland and Norway. These
flights should yield a wealth of information about the third dimension in
the Arctic atmosphere. W. Raatz and R. Borys were present for all three
sets of flights, while G. Shaw and K. Rahn participated in the Alaskan
and Norwegian sections, respectively. G. Shaw took impactor samples. W.
Raatz functioned as meteorologist and observer, R. Borys sampled aerosol,
measured particle-size distributions, and assisted with the
meteorological decisions, and K. Rahn was present as meteorologist and
observer.

A set of approximately 50 high-volume aerosol samples from the

flights is now being analyzed at the University of Rhode Island.

16. Cooperative program with NILU/BP

URI and the Norwegian Institute for Air Research
(NILU) have cooperated on studies of the Norwegian Arctic for many
years. Recently, B. Ottar and NILU have received a large contract from
British Petroleum for study of the Norwegian Arctic, and have offered URI
the chance to analyze their high-volume aerosol samples. URI is happy to
participate in the BP project, because it offers the most detailed look
at air quality in the Norwegian Arctic ever. URI has just received its
first set of filters from NILU, from their intensive spring campaign of
March-April 1983. It consists of over 100 samples from 9 collection
sites. Samples from subsequent campaigns will be sent to URI when
available.

17. Diffusion battery/particle counter constructed.

In order to measure the particle-size distribution of Arctic
aerosol throughout the Aitken range (which will give an idea of particle
dynamics in the Arctic), a diffusion battery was constructed at the
University of Alaska. This device incorporated polycarbonate diffusion
screens with monodisperse pores ranging in diameter from 0.6 to 8 um.
Sixteen different size ranges of aerosol could be counted by using
different pore sizes and flow rates.

The particles were counted with a photoelectric condensation-
nucleus counter similar to a Nolan-Pollak counter, which was also built
at the University of Alaska. This instrument was calibrated against the
Nolan-Pollak counter at the GMCC station in Barrow.

18. Optical measurements in Fairbanks and Barrow.

Our traditional optical measurements continued in
Fairbanks and Barrow. Seasonal variations of optical depth at the two
sites were recently reported by G. Shaw in the Journal of Applied

MKteoroloRX.
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19. Single-particle analysis of Arctic aerosol

Using a scanning electron microscope and electron

microprobe, the University of Alaska has measured a variety of trace
elements in individual aerosol particles from the Alaskan and Norwegian
Arctic, as well as Antarctica. The results were recently published in
Atmospheric Environment, and are discussed in Section I.C. below.

20. Photo-reactivity of air near Fairbanks.

The University of Alaska is presently studying the
photo-reactivity of Alaskan air masses near Fairbanks. Filtered air from
Ester Dome outside Fairbanks was irradiated with ultraviolet light, and
the results were related to the different air masses found there. This
project is discussed in Section I.C. below.

21. Ptarmigan record examined.

Arctic haze was first discovered during the Ptarmigan
weather-reconnaissance missions over the Alaskan Arctic which extended
from the late 1940's through the mid-1960's. In an effort to glean
whatever historical information might be present in these records, W.
Raatz of the University of Alaska has gone through the microfilmed
observer sheets and extracted all observations concerning haze. The
results are most interesting, although incomplete, and form part of his

Ph.D. thesis.

C. Results

1. The four-year record of trace elements in the Barrow

aerosol.

We have analyzed the first four years of filter
samples from Barrow for sulfate by turbidimetry and for trace elements by
short-lived neutron activation. For all constituents with good
analytical results, well-defined and reproducible seasonal variations
were found. Figures 1 and 2 show the results for seven constituents.

Figure 1 shows the four-year monthly means for the naturally
produced elements Al (from soil), Na (from the sea) and non-seasalt Br.
Al had a sharp peak in July, which was probably related to dry open
ground near Barrow. Other than that, only a broad, gentle winter maximum
was seen. Na peaked during the stormy fall and fell off strongly during
the quieter late spring and early sumer. Non-seasalt Br had a very
strong peak during March and April (see Section I.C.11 for further discus-
sion of Br).

Figure 2 shows the record for four pollution-derived elements.
Elemental C had a pronounced November-December peak in addition to a
spring maximum. Noncrustal Mn had a fall plateau followed by a spring
maximum. Noncrustal V and nonmarine sulfate each had smaller fall
concentrations relative to their very large spring maxima.

Thus, pollution aerosol at Barrow seems to receive a fall pulse
from sources rich in C and Mn, followed by a stronger and longer spring
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Figure 1. Four-year monthly averages of Al (from soil), Na (from
the sea) and nonmarine Br in the Barrow aerosol.
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maximum from sources rich in V. We believe that the fall aerosol comes
mostly from the Soviet Union, whereas the spring aerosol comes more from
Europe.

2. S? at Bear Island

K. Rahn of URI spent three months of summer 1979 at
the Norwegian Institute for Air Research. One of the results of this
visit was a joint article on 302 at Bear Island published in Nature
(reproduced as Section I.E.3 here). The main conclusions of this study
were that SO2 in the Norwegian Arctic is highly pulsed during winter

(like aerosol), and that the majority of the pulses (10 of 13 for winter
1978-79) came via "return-flow" cyclonically curved pathways (in which
air from the south enters the Norwegian Arctic from the E-NE), rather
than directly from the south as might have been expected. This
observation showed just how important the Icelandic low-pressure area is
as a determiner of air quality in the Arctic. (Later, a more easterly
variant of this path came to be recognized as the principal explanation
for haze at Barrow.)

The importance of the return-flow pathway also focused attention
on potential sources of aerosol farther east, i.e., in eastern Europe and
the western Soviet Union. Subsequent work has confirmed the importance
of these sources for the Norwegian Arctic.

3. Eurasia as a source of Arctic haze

Since about 1978-79, we have become increasingly
convinced that the principal suurces of Arctic haze lie in Eurasia, not
North America. The reasons for this have been partly meteorological,
partly chemical. In one of the articles from the 1980 Second Symposium
on Arctic Air Chemistry (Rahn, "Relative importances of North America and
Eurasia as sources of Arctic aerosol", Section I.D), we listed all the
arguments pro and con in detail. While no single argument could be
considered proof-positive, they were quite impressive and convincing when
taken collectively. As detailed in the next two sections, they have been
supported by increasingly sophisticated chemical evidence. We and others
now believe that the bulk of Arctic aerosol comes from Eurasian sources.
Although there may be occasional events from North America, none has been
clearly demonstrated to date.

4. The noncrustal Mn/V ratio: first regional tracer of

pollution aerosol.

In spite of all the meteorological and observational

arguments offered for the Eurasian source of Arctic haze, we felt that a
more direct form of evidence on its origins was needed. For some time, we
had believed that the chemical composition of the aerosol itself was most
likely to contain the answers, via its detailed elemental composition.
We reasoned that if enough elements could be involved, systematic
differences between at least some of them in some source areas were sure
to emerge.

The first success came in 1980, with the noncrustal Mn/V ratio.
Until then, we had sought elemental tracers via aerosol-crust enrichment

hL/
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factors. Our new approach was to discard the crustal fraction of the
aerosol altogether and work exclusively with ratios of pollution-derived
elements. The noncrustal Mn/V ratio was the first of these, and was
intended specifically to discriminate between eastern North America and
western Europe. It did this quite satisfactorily (ratios in the two
areas differed by a factor of five), and showed that (a) contributions
from North America to Arctic aerosol were probably minor, and (b) Barrow
had higher ratios than the Norwegian Arctic did and hence had sources
with less western European character. The Mn/V ratio was first described
in the August 1981 issue of Atmospheric Environment.

On balance, the Mn/V ratio was a complete success. We have felt
for some time, though, that its specific successes were less important
than the basic fact that It worked, and hence demonstrated that elemental
tracers of source areas could be found. We have often referred to it as
the "great icebreaker".

5. New more powerful seven-element tracer system.

Our major accomplishment of the last three years is
the development of a seven-element system of regional tracers. We have
put an enormous amount of effort into this task, because we judged It to
be so important to so many areas of atmospheric science. Virtually every
piece of trace-element data we ever generated has gone into this system.
The system and several applications are explained in the Rahn-Lowenthal
article submitted to Science and given here as Section I.E.5. Using
selected elements and the appropriate statistical techniques, we have
been able to show that: (a) at least seven well-defined regional
signatures of pollution aerosol are discernable in North America and
Europe; (b) as expressed by six elemental ratios to Se, these signatures
are all different; (c) a small number of elements contain the majority of
the tracer power; without them, regional aerosols cannot be
discriminated; (d) regional signatures can be followed during transport
of up to several thousand Ian; (e) the contributions of various regions to
mixed aerosols can be apportioned element by element; (f) provided that
the aerosols are reasonably well aged, regional contributions to
secondary constituents like sulfate can be determined; (g) the system
confirms the Eurasian origin of Arctic aerosols.

Our tracer system can also be used with certain strong point
sources of aerosol. To date, we have worked with signatures of three
nonferrous smelters or complexes (New Jersey Zinc, the Sudbury Basin,
Noril'sk) and are beginning on a fourth (Nikel'). We have also been able

to show that one particularly strong pollution episode in Scandinavia
came from eastern Europe, not western Europe. In North America, we have
demonstrated the importance of coastal sources on coastal sites and
interior sources on interior sites. We have found a new and unsuspected

signature of New England/Eastern Canada aerosol which can be used to
differentiate northern air from southern air in New England. In the
Arctic, we have detected the Noril'sk plume at Barrow.

We now believe that the future of elemental tracers is extremely
bright. In the coming years, our most important task will be to develop
this field as far and as fast as we can. Nearly all our work will

'" -II II , , , , , I l -MMa
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involve elemental tracers in one form or another. We rank the discovery
and development of elemental tracers with our work on Arctic haze and
long-range transport.

6. Particle-size distributions of the Barrow aerosol
(Lewis M.S. thesis, URI).

Ms. No'lle F. Lewis of URI is finishing her M.S.
thesis on particle-size distributions of trace elements in the Barrow
aerosol. This topic was selected because little was known about the
preferred particle sizes of trace elements in the Arctic compared to
their total concentrations. We felt that it was important to know
whether the extreme aging of the Arctic aerosol had mixed all elements
onto the same sizes or whether they retained their original differences.
The more the size distributions at Barrow resembled those in the Eurasian
source regions, the more directly our elemental tracers could be applied
to the Arctic aerosol.

Ms. Lewis has been analyzing cascade-impactor samples of aerosol
from both Barrow and selected European source regions. The answers are
straightforward: the Barrow aerosol is surprisingly similar to its
precursors. Small-particle elements in Europe are small-particle at
Barrow, large-particle elements in Europe are large-particle at Barrow.
During the spring maximum of Arctic haze, the fine-particle mode at
Barrow is enriched relative to the large particle mode in other seasons.
This agrees with particle measurements made by G. Shaw in Fairbanks.

These results mean that we can apply Eurasian signatures to Arctic
aerosol with much less risk than we might have feared otherwise.

7. Sources of pollution aerosol in eastern North
America.

One of the most important applications of our new
seven-element tracer system so far has been to the problem of origins of
acid rain in eastern North America. The United States is now poised to
reduce its emission of S02 in the East. Depending on the approach
chosen, costs may be as much as $2-10 billion per year for 10 years.
Thus, a mistake could prove extremely costly. We have come to believe
that the sources of acidity in eastern North America are not known with
any precision, especially for a given air mass or a given rain, In spite
of all the modelling that has been done. But elemental tracers should
offer the kind of resolution that is needed, i.e., they should be able to
discriminate between northeastern and midwestern sources, for example. As
a result, we have been racing to determine the sources of acidity before
decisions on controls are reached, which may well come by the end of
1983. We are very close to a preliminary answer, and expect to know it
within a month or so as well as we will for the next year. It would be
presumptuous to say that only we have the answer. But elemental tracers
do offer a directness of discrimination that is impossible otherwise.
For the near future, we can think of no more important application of
elemental tracers than this.

The Science preprint (Section I.E.5) gives our current ideas about
the sources of aerosol in eastern North America.
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8. Noril'sk aerosol at Barrow

One of N. Lewis' six cascade-impactor samples from
Barrow had a highly anomalous trace-element pattern, with greatly
enriched As, In and Sb. The pattern of ratios to Se seemed to match that
of the Noril'sk smelting complex, as determined from the aircraft samples
in the Eurasian Arctic described in Section 11 below. None of the 50
other samples from Barrow had this signature. A check of the
meteorological maps revealed that Noril'sk was indeed the likely source,
for the days preceding this sample were marked by very strong flow from
Noril'sk directly northward deep into tht Arctic. It is roughly 4000 km
from Noril'sk to Barrow. To the best of our knowledge, no point source
of pollution aerosol has ever been tracked this far before, especially at
ground level.

One interesting aspect of our results was that the sulfate
content of the air at Barrow was no higher with the Noril'sk signal than
without it. This suggests that Noril'sk, even though it is a very strong
point source, is not a major source of Arctic aerosol in general. We
have found a similar result for the Canadian smelters and aerosol of the
Northeast.

We have submitted an article on these findings to Nature.

9. Black and white episodes as precursors to
Arctic aerosol.

From the beginning of our work at Barrow, we have been
impressed by the large amount of sulfate in the pollution aerosol of
winter compared to that expected from the abundances of other trace
elements. The first indication of this came in 1978 when we could not
account for the degree of haze based on vanadium as an indicator of
pollution, but could account for it after we measured sulfate and found
ten times more than predicted. The most logical %planation for all this
sulfate was unusually great aging of polluted air, during which S02 is
progressively converted to particulate sulfate. Subsequent data from
Scandinavia, where an intermediate value of sulfate was found relative to
vanadium and selenium, reinforced our suspicions.

In 1976 and 1978, Professor C. Brosset of Gothenburg, Sweden
published two papers describing what he termed "black" and "white"
pollution episodes in Scandinavia. In each, the amount of sulfate
aerosol was large, but aerosol of black episodes had much more black
carbon than did white episodes. Although the pollution in both types of
episodes originated in central Europe, Prof. Brosset's articles dwelt on
the divergent characteristics of black vs. white episodes. We, however,
saw black and white episodes in quite a different light, as intermediate
stages of a general process of atmospheric aging which eventually led to
the Arctic aerosol.

The first clue to this new interpretation came from the parallel
behavior of the sulfate/carbon ratio in Brosset's episodes and the
sulfate/vanadium or sulfate/selenium ratio In the Arctic. As an air mass
ages, the ratio of sulfate to primary constituents such as carbon,
vanadium and selenium should increase. In Brosset's case, the ratios
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were higher in white episodes (European air coming to Scandinavia via a
roundabout pathway over the Atlantic) than in black episodes (direct
transport from central Europe northward). In other words, white episodes
were more aged than black episodes. In our case, similar differences in

ratio were observed between European source areas and the (aged) Arctic.

In cooperation with Prof. Brosset, we combined data on black and
white episodes with our data from Europe and the Arctic to show that they

all fit together into a consistent picture of progressive atmospheric
aging of air masses (Figure 3). The results were presented at the
General Motors Symposium on particulate carbon, and were published in the
proceedings. In our view, much of the mystery of black and white
episodes has now been removed.

10. Cloud-active aerosol in the Arctic

Cloud-active aerosol in the Arctic was the subject of
the Ph.D. thesis of R.D. Borys of Colorado State University, which was
completed in May 1983. Specifically, Dr. Borys wished to investigate
whether the large amounts of pollution aerosol which are transported to
the Arctic each winter affected the nucleation of water there. He
suspected that it might, because sulfate, the major constituent of the
Arctic aerosol, is a very important cloud-condensation nucleus in
midlatitudes, and soil particles, which are also transported to the
Arctic, are good ice nuclei.

Dr. Borys measured the activities of cloud-condensation nuclei and
ice nuclei at several sites in the Arctic in both summer and winter. His
results showed clearly that cloud-condensation nuclei varied nearly
directly with sulfate (i.e., were much higher in winter than in summer),
but that concentrations of ice nuclei varied oppositely. The reason for

the latter behavior is not clear. It may be from quenching of the soil
particles by a coating of dilute sulfuric acid, or alternatively from
removal of the ice nuclei by snowout before the air mass reached the
Arctic. Whatever the explanation for ice nuclei, there seems little
doubt that cloud-condensation nuclei in the Arctic are affected by
pollution aerosol.

The abstract of Dr. Borys thesis is reproduced here as Section
I.E.l.

11. World-record bromine concentrations at Barrow
in spring.

For some years now, we have observed a regular
springtime maximum In bromine in our filters from Barrow (Figure 4).
Because of the sharpness of this peak and the height of the
concentrations reached, we felt that the bromine could not have been
pollution-derived.

We have discussed this phenomenon with Dr. Walter Berg of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research, and are now investigating
Arctic bromine jointly with him. He has measured gaseous bromine at
Barrow during the spring maximum. In fact, the bromine concentrations in

the Arctic troposphere during spring (nearly 500 ng m- 3 ) are the
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highest found anywhere in the world. It is truly a bizzare occurrence
for which we have no explanation at present.

The cooperative study is continuing. NCAR will be examining the
speciation of gaseous bromine in detail. Hopefully, similar experiments
can be conducted at other sites in the Arctic to investigate the
generality of the phenomenon. Eventually, the Antarctic will be studied
as well.

The significance of Arctic bromine is at least twofold. First,
the Arctic is clearly a strong natural source of bromine that was not
recognized previously. The Arctic Ocean is likely to be the source, but
it is not yet known whether the bromine is released physically or
biologically. Second, Dr. Berg has recently measured extremely high
concentrations of bromine in the lower stratosphere. Until the Arctic
data were available, he had no idea what the tropospheric source might
have been. Although the Arctic is by no means proven to be the source,
it is presently the only reasonable candidate. Stratospheric bromine is
of great interest because of its potential role in the ozone cycle. Per
unit mass, bromine is a much more efficient catalyst for destroying ozone
than chlorine is.

12. Aerosol in the Eurasian Arctic.

Our cooperative program with the Air Force on analy-
sis of aircraft samples of aerosol from the Eurasian Arctic has yielded
several results of significance. First, we have determined that the
samples can be analyzed for typically 30 elements, at least during
winter. Of these, roughly six are contaminated; the rest are available
for tracer purposes. Second, at least four characteristic elemental
signatures have emerged from the analyses. They correspond roughly to
the central Soviet Union, the Noril'sk smelting complex, Europe, and
Arctic background pollution. Third, concentrations are usually higher
than at Barrow. Fourth, ground-level aerosol at Barrow during fall and
early winter matches that from the Soviet Union quite closely, whereas
during spring it often appears to be more European. Fifth, the Noril'sk
signature matched one set of observations from Barrow. Sixth, the compo-
sition of aerosol in the Eurasian Arctic is often quite heterogeneous
over small distances. Seventh, there is elemental information (signa-
tures) in these results which we have not yet been able to interpret
fully.

13. Eddy-diffusion transport to the Arctic?

In 1981, G. Shaw of the University of Alaska published
a paper in the Arctic isssue of Atmospheric Environment (see Section
I.D.) in which he proposed that the aerosol loading of the Arctic could
be reproduced to within a factor of two by eddy-diffusion considerations
alone. The implications of this were that organized transport from
midlatitudes to the Arctic might not dominate diffusive transport. This
idea was highly controversial. In the last two years, the meteorological
analysis of W. Raatz and the detailed chemical studies at the University
of Rhode Island have both produced new information which is most
interpretable in terms of organized transport. Raatz was able to link
individual pollution episodes at Barrow with prominent synoptic features
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which favored organized transport. He was also able to correlate the
seasonal cycle of the noncrustal Mn/V ratio at Barrow with the westward
migration of these features across Eurasia during winter. The URI
studies showed that different kinds of pollution aerosol were found at
Barrow, each corresponding to specific source regions within Eurasia.
More recently, URI data from the Eurasian Arctic showed heterogeneities
incompatible with extensive eddy diffusion. Thus it would appear that,
while eddy diffusion certainly tends to smear out aerosol during
long-range transport to the Arctic, it probably does not equal or exceed
the effects of organized transport. One must think in terms of organized
transport modified somewhat by diffusion, not the reverse.

14. Springtime maximum in turbidity near Fairbanks.

One of the eArliest results of our aerosol sampling
near Fairbanks revealed strong pulses of pollution aerosol from the
Arctic during spring. Now that more optical data are available from
Fairbanks, Dr. Shaw has confirmed that these invasions of aerosol also
create a springtime maximum in haze there. This is in marked contrast to
the rest of the winter outside Fairbanks, when the atmosphere is
extremely low in turbidity.

15. Single-particle analysis of Arctic aerosol.

Dr. Shaw has also used a scanning electron
microscope/electron microprobe to measure the abundances of several
elements in single aerosol particles from interior Alaska and Kungs6ya.
The results from both sites showed that the coarse fraction of the
aerosol was composed mainly of sea salt and soil dust, occasionally
coated with a sulfurous layer, whereas the fine-particle fraction was
predominantly sulfurous. Other interesting elements such as Cu were
found occasionally, but their data were too few to draw any conclusion
concerning their sources. The most important result of this study was
that sulfur seemed ubiquitous in the Arctic atmosphere.

16. Particle-size distributions of Arctic aerosol

Dr. Shaw has used his home-built diffusion battery/
nucleus counter system to measure the particle-size distributions of
aerosol of interior Alaska. In general, he found that aerosol during
nonhaze periods (from the Pacific) was unimodal, with a particle maximum
near radius 0.01 pm, and relatively high particle counts (300-2000
cm-3 ). In Arctic haze, however, the particles were bimodal, with
maxima near radii 0.003 and 0.05 pm, but had twofold lower particle
counts. Most significantly, though, haze aerosol had twofold greater
mass loading near radius 0.1 pm.

17. Photo-reactivity of air near Fairbanks

In a series of experiments with filtered air from the
Ester Dome Observatory outside Fairbanks, Dr. Shaw has shown that air
from the Pacific produced large numbers of tiny particles when irradiated
with ultraviolet light, whereas air from the Arctic produced none.
Addition of NO, and H2S to nonreacting air still produced no
particles. SO2, NH3 , and S02 plus NH3 all produced particles
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upon irradiation, the latter giving rise to large blue particles. HN0 3
produced particles even before irradiation. Based on these results, Dr.
Shaw concluded that the production of nuclei in nonhaze air near Alaska
probably involves NH3 .

18. Meteorological aspects of Arctic haze

In May 1983, Dr. W. Raatz of the University of Alaska
completed his Ph.D thesis on the meteorological aspects of Arctic haze.
The principal result of this thesis was its success in relating the
occurrence of the haze and its composition to synoptic features in
Eurasia and the Arctic. According to Raatz, the major transport of
pollution aerosol occurs when Arctic and midlatitude pressure systems
remain stable for several days. He also concluded that the zone best
suited for transporting aerosol was on the periphery of quasi-stationary
anticyclones where the pressure gradients are strong. The seasonal
variation in Arctic aerosol was explained mainly by the corresponding
variations of midlatitude blocking anticyclones, of the Arctic
anticyclone, and of the Asiatic anticyclone. The intensification and
westward migration of the Asiatic anticylone during winter and spring is
responsible for the dominance of central Soviet Union aerosol at Barrow
early in the winter followed by a shift toward European character in
spring.

Lastly, Dr. Raatz showed that the chemical characteristics of air
masses moving to Barrow are retained longer than their meteorological
characteristics are. In our view, this is one of the strongest possible
arguments in favor of developing a system of elemental tracers for use in
the atmosphere.

The abstract of Dr. Raatz's thesis is reproduced here as Section

I.E.2.

19. "Ptarmiigan" records of Arctic haze

As part of his Ph.D thesis research, Dr. Raatz also
examined the original records from the "Ptarmigan" missions. According
to these records, most of which came from the early 1950's, the maximum
frequency of visual haze was In spring (the same time that modern
pollution aerosol is at a maximum near Barrow). Interestingly, Raatz was
able to show that haze during the Ptarmigan missions was a result of the
same types of circulation from the Soviet Union and Europe as is found
for pollution aerosol today. Lastly, Raatz produced evidence for a
desert-dust component of haze during summer.
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E.I. Abstract of Ph.D. thesis of R.D. Borys, Colorado State University,

May 1983.

ABSTRACT OF THESIS

THE EFFECTS OF LONG-RANGE TRANSPORT
OF AIR POLLUTANTS ON ARCTIC CLOUD-ACTIVE AEROSOL

Arctic Haze, observed over much of the Arctic during winter,

consists of submicron primary and secondary pollutant aerosol particles

transported from mid-latitude source regions. These pollutants, if

present would alter the concentration of cloud-active aerosols. Cloud-

active aerosol particles are responsible for the heterogeneous

nucleation of water (cloud condensation nuclei, CCN) and ice (ice

nuclei, IN) in the atmosphere and are responsible for the initial

microphysical structure of clouds. Cloud microstructure determines, in

part, the radiative properties and colloidal stability of a cloud. A

change in the climatically important cloud-active aerosol particle

concentration over an extended period would alter the radiation balance,

leading to a change in temperature. This would change the pole to

equator temperature gradient which is the driving force of the

atmospheric general circulation.

A series of studies was conducted at several arctic locations to

determine the relationship between CCN and IN and the pollutant aerosol.

The trace elemental composition of the total aerosol was used to

determine when anthropogenic aerosol was present. Variations of the

elemental comr-sition of the aerosol and concentrations of the cloud-

active aerosol particles were compared. The arctic sites were chosen to

lie along proposed pollutant aerosol transport paths to the Arctic.
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Various comparisons between pollutants and cloud active aerosols have

been made on a day by day basis and for summer and winter seasons. The

differences between the nucleational properties of Arctic Haze aerosol,

which is pollution derived, and the natural background aerosol of the

Arctic have been determined.. The elemental composition of the

aerosols, combined with meteorological analysis, have been used to

assess the relative importance of the pathways.

Results show the CCN concentrations are positively correlated with

the pollutant aerosol concentration on both a daily and seasonal basis.

Concentrations of IN were found to be lowest during the winter when

pollutant aerosol was present. Day-to-day variations of IN were related

to both natural and pollutant aerosol sources depending upon the

location and season. The lower IN concentrations which occurred during

winter when pollutant aerosol concentrations were at a maximum may be a

result of preferential removal of IN in the cold Arctic atmosphere or a

'poisoning' of the nuclei by the pollutants. Interpretation of the

results provides evidence that pollutant aerosol transport from Eurasia

directly to the north is primarily responsible for Arctic Haze.

The effects of pollutant transport to the Arctic on cloud

microstructure may be significant. If the results of the surface-based

cloud-active aerosol measurements can be extrapolated to arctic clouds.

anO if homogeneous ice nucleation is not a major determinant for Arctic

cloud ice crystal concetrations, clouds which form in the polluted

arctic airmass might have fewer ice crystals and more cloud drops per

unit volume (J cloud. The resulting clouds would be more colloidally
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stable and optically thick than clouds which would have formed had no

pollutants been present.

Randolph Dean Borys
Department of Atmospheric Science

Colorado State University

Fort Collins, CO 80523

Spring, 1983
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E.2. Abstract of Ph.D. Thesis of W.E. Raatz, University of Alaska, May 1983.

ABSTRACT

A time series of concentrations of pollution aerosols collected

over a period of four years in the near-surface air at Barrow, Alaska,

was used to investigate tropospheric long-range transport of

anthropogenic pollution from mid-latitudes into the Arctic. This

transport takes place when the mid-latitudinal and arctic atmospheric

circulations remain in a quasi-persistent mode. Sudden changes in the

circulation pattern explain the episodic character of the arctic

pollution aerosol. Transport of aerosols is accomplished by quasi-

stationary anticyclones and takes place along their peripheries where

pressure gcadie :s are relatively strong. The seasonal variation in

concentration of the arctic pollution aerosol is explained by the

seasonal variation in the occurrence and position of mid-latitude

blocking anticyclones, of the arctic anticyclone, and of the Asiatic

anticyclone. The positions of the major anticyclonic centers are

responsible for the fact that Soviet industrial sources contribute to

the arctic iollurion aerosol predominantly during winter, European

sources during spring, and that North American and Far Eastern

industrial sources contribute little to the arctic pollution aerosols.

Air masses carrying pollutants can traced by their chemical

characteristics obtained over the source r, ionL, however, the original

meteorological characteristics are lost during 0,e transport which lasts

for about 8-9 c!,tys.
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A second data set, collected during t':e "Ptarmigan" weather

reconnaissance flights, was investigated for observations of Arctic Haze

over the Alaskan Arctic. A connection between Arctic Haze and the

arctic pollution aerosols is suggested, for the occurrence of Arctic

Haze undergoes a similar seasonal variation as that of the pollution

aerosols, and similar circulation modes leading to the Soviet Union and

Europe can ' e found during the presence of Arctic Haze. In addition,

the data seem to suggest that besides a probable pollution-derived

component during winter/spring Arctic Haze might be desert dust-derived

during summer.
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.Macmillan Journals Ltd. 1980

E.3.

High winter concentrations of SO, During summer, Bear Island has a narrow temperature range
tvpically 0-10 °C at nooni and persistently low concentrationsin the Norwegian of So02 iat or below the detection limit of 0.2 I.g in-'. For

Arctic and transport from Eurasia example, from May to October 1978 there were only 10 days
with SO, concentrations > 0.4 .g m - . During winter, however.
the weather becomes more variable i temperatures range from 0

Kenneth A. Rahn*t, Einar Joranger", Arne Semb* to -30C); SO, concentrations tand those of aerosol) often
become much higher. For example, from November 1977 to

& Thomas J. Conwaytl" April 1978 there were 65 days with SO. concentrations >
0.4 .g m - 1 Concentrations of SO, are also highly episodic in"Norwegian Institute for Air Research. Lillestrom, Norway winter, with about three to five irregularly spaced pulses per

-Graduate School of oceanography. University of Rhode .Island, wnewt bu he ofv reual pcdple e
Kigatn. Shoolceanogr .0t omonth. Pulse duration can vary from one day to more than a
Kington. Rhode Island 02881 week. Between pulses. SO. concentrations are at the summer

values, whereas daily mean concentrations in pulses reach 1-

Since July 19'77. the Norwegian Institute for Air Research has 6 u~g in'. Figure 1 records SO: .:oncentrations from mid-

been studying trace gases and aerosols in the atmosphere at Bear December 197' to mid-Apnil 1978. e indicates probable
dan Arctic site located at 74 N and 190 . Although Bear contamination by the local diesel generator, deduced from wind

Island. anAci ielctda 4 n 9 .Atog er observations eve ry three hours.
Island lies well north of the Arctic Circle, the warm Norwegian o ths pulse ere oc w r o
Sea gives it an annual mean temperature of - 1.8 0C. consider- Three of these pulses were associated with warm air from the

ably warmer than at many other Arctic locations (Barrow, south i0 to - 5 C). but 10 were associated with colder air - 10

Alaska. for example, is 350 km farther south but has an annual to -30 C. Wind direction during the cold-air episodes was

mean of -12.2 *C). In summer, Bear Island is surrounded by typically northeastern at the surface and N-NE at 1,.500-m

open water; in winter there is open sea". the south and west and elevation ,which eliminated the possibility of local contamna-
pack ice to the north and east. Atmospheric samples are taken tion from the north-west causing the high SO: values), wind

20 m above mean sea level and 2 m above local ground: high- speed was often high 1>10 m s-' during cold-air episodes.

volume filters are taken three times a week and analysed for During the period of Fig. 1. nearly every pulse of cold air at Bear

various elements by atomic absorption, neutron activation and Island had high SO, concentrations.

wet chemistry: sulphate and sulphur dioxide are measured daily There is considerable evidence that this 'Arctic' SO: is

by a method similar to that of Johnson and Atkins', using derived from distant pollution sources, probably the Eurasian

low-volume (16 in
3) prefilters for sulphate and KOH-impreg- midlatitudes. 1 1) There is no correlation between the presence

nated afterfilters for SO,. The collection efficiency of this or elevation of local temperature inversions and SO ,or aerosoll

method for SO hs been tested extensively". Results for the concentrations, as would be expected if local sources dominated.

high-volume samples have been reported"; here we discuss the With E-NE winds. there may be either ground-based tempera-

SO, data. which seem to indicate that during winter there is ture inversions or near-adiabatic profiles to a few hundred

efficient transport from Eurasian midlatitudes. due at least in metres with an inversion above that. With W-SW winds there
part to long atmospheric residence times in and around the are usually surface-based inversions. 11) Aerosol species such as
Artic. tsulphate, vanadium and lead usually peak at the same time as

Arctic. SO2, and have high enough concentrations 2-4 .g m
- . I-

m rN-1 .,,.dre M, G,dde c oDo.oeov V. U'*-m ,i Rhode iand. K,.Ipon. 3 ngm' and 5-10 ngm ', respectivelyI to suggest that they
Rhode,, .0M,55 have come directly from polluted areas. Of these, at least
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Fig. - Simplified surface synoptic
situation for 10 March 1978. typi-
cal for cold-air episodes of S02 at /
Bear Island. H. High pressure: L.

low pressure. /"

30 _\

0* 30" 600

vanadium has its main pollution sources in midlatitudes'. came from Scandinavia and Europe. The trajectory of 6 Febru-
Occasionally. however, peaksof aerosolare not accompanied by ary, which seemed to bring very low SO: from Europe, is
peaks of SO:. (3" Preliminary trajectory analysis indicates that anothe- problem. It came a few days after a strong direct
during cold-air episodes, air flows to Bear Island around the episode, but with considerably weakened pressure systems by
eastward and northward sides of one or more low-pressure the time it had reached northern Norway. Aerosol concen-
centres located over or just north of Scandinavia and the western trations were still one-third to one-half of their values at the
USSR. A typical surface synoptic situation, for 10 March 1978, peak of the episode. but for some reason. SO: had decreased to
is shown in simplified form in Fig. 2. Surface-geostrophical more than an order of magnitude below its peak.
five-day back-trajectories iwhich represent air flow between the It seems, however. that rapid transport along the return-flow
surface and 1.500 m) for five high-SO:, cold-air days at Bear pathway from Eurasia to the Arctic is insufficient to explain the
Island during winter-spring 1978 are shown in Fig. 3. These high winter SO: there: long atmospheric lifetimes also seem to
trajectories, which are only rough guides to how the air masses be required. Transport times from Eurasia to Bear Island of
could have travelled, indicate that for four of the five days. the 5-10 days, initial SO: concentrations of 30 i.g m -

,mean winter
air reaching Bear Island did seem to curve cyclonically around values for the industrialized countries of Europe' '. probably an
the low-pressure system, coming first from the region between overestimate for Europe as a wholei, dilution of the polluted air
Novaya Zemlya and the Taymyr Peninsula. and before that from mass by a factor of four during transport derived from simu-
farther south in the western USSR. Allowing for large-scale !ations of aerosol transport to Bear Island, probably an under-
lateral diffusion, many of the densely populated areas of the estimatei. and a final SO: concentration of 3 .g m-' at Bear
western USSR and Europe are included within travel times of Island require that mean residence times during "ransport be
roughly 5-10 days. We call this the return-flow' pathway from 5-10 days. If the residence time increases during transport, as is
Eurasia to the Norwegian Arctic. likely, an initial value of 2-5 days at the source is still needed to

A similar pathway to the Arctic was proposed earlier' . ior explain the measured SO: concentrations. In contrast, currently
aerosol. The return-flow pathway is different from the *direct- accepted atmospheric residence times for SO: in Europe are I-:2
flow pathway, where air flows northward from Europe to Bear days

'
-". Thus, winter residence times for SO. in Eurasia would

Island. on the eastward side of a low-pressure centre located seem to be up to fie times longer than annual mean values, and
more to the south or west. and creates a warm-air episode'. In in the Arctic of the order of weeks.
Fig. I. ,hese two types of air flow. as determined from surface There are good physical and chemical reasons for these long
meteorological maps. are indicated by R' and 'D. respectively. residence times. In Eurasia, the residence time for SO. is

The reason for the different character of the tra;ectory of 24 determined primarily by he rate of dry deposition to the
January 19!8. which apparently came from the north, is not surface, secondarily b., precipitation scavenging, and to a still
clear. The general synoptic situation at that time was similar to lesser extent by the rate of oxidation to sulphate. In Arctic or
those for the other four cases of high SO:. consequently, we cold continental) winter conditions, all these rates should be
think that the high SO: of 24 January came ultimately from the very slow, because:, Ii The rate of dry deposition decreases with
south as well. This illustrates the uncertainties of meteorological increasing stability of near-surface air and surface smoothness:
analysis in the Arctic, % here weather stations are spaced widely. ow values have been measured over snow::., 2) Wet depostion

The five trajectories for days of !ow SO: came from other of SO: should be small during winter in the Arctic because of the
directions. Three originated north and east of Bear Island. one slight precipitation there. typically only 5 mm per month. 3)
came from North America % ta the North Atlantic. and one even Heterogeneous oxidation of SO: in Arctic cloud droplets ought
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Fig. 3 Five-day surface geostro. % 2/8
phic back -trajectories for cold-air 31episodes tsolid line) and periods of
low concentration 'broken line,
during winter 1977-78. Dates of
arrival at Bear Island are indicated.

os30* 600

to b~e very slow because of the low temperatures. the low highly different climatic zones is known to be a regular feature
frequency of clouds, their restricted vertical extent, their small of the atmosphere, such attention becomes mandatory, and
liquid-water content, and the meagre amounts of trace elements should be extended to other species.
such as Min and V available as catalysts 130--40 times less than in This work was supported jointly by the Norwegian Institute
midlatude air massesi. This oxidation rate may decrease as an for Air Research. a fellowship to K.A.R. from the Royal
air mass ages, because acidity produced in the droplets limits the Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. the
subsequent solubility of SO-. This decrease ought to begreatest Office of Naval Research contract N00014-76-C-0435,, and
over oceans and cold continents, where little NMI is available to NSF grant DPP77-27242. We acknowledge helpful discussions
neutralize the increasing acidity C. Brosset. personal com- with B. Ottar and H. Dovland.
munication i. 141 Lastly, homogeneous oxidation of SO. by the
OH radical ought to be extremely slow during the Arctic night
because of the lack of direct solar radiation. Rec~ed 3 Ju~ne. Accepted :8 Augusot 090

Similarly long lifetimes for aerosol in and around the Arctic Jonsn D A & Al~s D F Al1. Eno, 9. 8'5-4'9 19i'S
have been deduced recently'. When combined with the long :Lt-~. A A Z chau-Ch~nittansn. As.., Eno, 11. A61-", .,9"

lifetimes for SO,, they begin to explain how gaseous and parti- 3Lamert. S. & Hanaaen. .5 E, ! PoP at i4'.O T,'oi- C-i In Rlv,.i -d. G,p,,
Obsa on f nosphenc Ptilion~o Rrna- ro Ciuse Boulder W%iO %o 5.A9.

culate sulphur can be efficiently transported northward from Cke" 1980'.
midlatitudes during winter and dispersed over the entire Arctic. 4 an K. A & M.cCafflne,. R I An V Y Acad Sc3. ;A~3i~

5Kef. R A. Scfenct 20&. :90-.293,19!9t
This case illustrates just how sensitive the atmospheric rates of 6 01tar. B. Ames. Eni 12. 445-454.178

transformation and removal of the various forms of sulphur may ' erit. A, Aronie. 12.4535-W 978
1 Eiousenl. A. Ano..o. E",,,, I2L 479-4V 97i'91be to climatic properties. In 1977 the Dubrovnik workshop on 4 olit H A~,. , L51401978,

atmospheric sulphur-' recommended that attention be given to :1) 0451308d. Anos., E,-~ ii. -49-55,2 1974,
these seasonal and regional variations for the sulphur system. 11 Pah. L, P. To. L' & S(Cnl R %4 r,4 2L 554- !':9 Q6

Now that long-range transport of gases and aerosols through 3 5545 Do iit , --sn A -i979 , 1, 1
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Arctic Air Is Not Clean the "Ptarmigan" weather reconnaissance flights,
which from the late 1940's flew from Alaska north-

T he polar regions are universally considered to be ward over the Arctic r, -ean in an effort to remove the
desolate, remote regions whose air and water are meteorological blind .,;ot in the Arctic which had ex-

still clean and pure. From the earliest explorers to isted until then. From talks with various observers
modern travellers, all visitors to the polar regions at- and from scrutiny of their records, Mitchell was able
test to this view. After all, are not the poles literally to systematize the existing knowledge, however scanty,
the ends of the earth, far removed from the last of Arctic haze.
traces of civilization's products? Mitchell found that the haze, which he defined

In many respects the polar regions are indeed as diffuse bands of tropospheric aerosol (an aerosol
still pristine. The air over Antarctica, for example, is a collection of solid and/or liquid particles
shows some of the lowest concentrations of pollu- suspended in the atmosphere) occurring northward
tants yet measured on this planet. Snow and ice from of about 700 and at altitudes of up to 9,000 meters
Antarctica fail to show any evidence of global pollu- (30,000 feet), was sighted a surprising fraction of the
tion in their content of trace substances. time. Vertical visibility was unaffected by Arctic

But cracks are beginning to enter this picture. haze; horizontal and slant visibility could be reduced
More than a decade ago, snow and ice of Greenland to as little as 3-8 km (2-5 miles) in a layer, however.
were alleged to show increasing concentrations of This is hardly to be expected for a pristine area.
certain trace contaminants dating back a century. Although light haze can be sighted occasionally in the
Further analysis has confirmed this. As a result, it is Antarctic, there is no real counterpart to Arctic haze
now generally acknowledged that global air pollution there.
affects both gases and particles throughout the Mitchell summarized the then-known character-
Northern Hemisphere. istics of Arctic haze as follows:

During the past six years, the authors, under "The haze is found during a very high percentage
long-term sponsorship of the Office of Naval Re- of the time that the weather of the Arctic Ocean
search, have been able to discover and carefully is otherwise clear and, being encountered at all
document a major crack in the above picture-the normal flight altitudes (700-500-300-mb levels),
phenomenon known as Arctic haze. Arctic haze is the appears to have cc nsiderable vertical depth. Ow-
end product of massive transport of air p.ollution ing to the widely varying conditions of illumina-
from various midlatitude sources to the northern tion, nothing can confidently be said about the
polar regions, on a scale and with an intensity that seasonal variation in its frequency. The horizon-
could have never been imagined, even by the most tal extent of the haze is usually limited to seg-
pessimistic observer. The road from initial observa- ments of the air route which are 500-800 miles
tion to first hypothesis to final explanation to critical (800-1300 km) long, but sometimes stretches
acceptance by the scientific community as a whole over the entire 2000 miles of the reconnaissance
has been long, sometimes arduous, and often marked track. A curious fact about the haze is that.it is
by controversy as new and unexpected ideas were put seldom found over land, as in the vicinity of
forth. In this article, we recount how some forgotten Greenland. A ground observer can rarely detect
observations of 30 years ago eventually led to a whole the presence of Arctic haze, just as thin cir-
new field of research-Arctic air chemistry. rostratus layers encountered by jet aircraft in

middle latitudes are often indistinguishable from
clear sky to an earth-bound observer. But the

First Scientific Observations of Arctic Haze similarity between Arctic haze and thin cirro-
stratus seems to end there: (I) Whereas the cir-

Perhaps no one will ever know the identity of the rostratus appears milky-white from the air, Arc-
first person who knowingly sighted Arctic haze. It tic haze possesses a grey-blue hue in antisolar
probably wasn't an Eskimo, even though they are directions and a reddish-brown hue in the direc-
surrounded by it all winter and spring, because the tion of the sun. (2) Whereas the cirrostratus is
haze is only barely discernible to a ground observer, confined to a definite layer in the atmosphere,
even one trained in atmospheric optics. But from the Arctic haze possesses very diffuse and indistinct
air, it can't be missed. The tirst " scription of Arctic upper and lower boundaries and occupies, in the
haze was in an article on visibilit ,n the polar regions vertical, a considerable fraction of the Arctic
by Dr. J. Murray Mitchell, Jr., then a young clima- troposphere. And finally, (3) Whereas the cirro-
tologist, in 1957'. He summarized observations from stratus is obviously crystalline when viewed at

4 NR Roviows
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close range from an aircraft ('You can reach out ture or process of the Arctic atmosphere, or whether
and touch it'), and produces sun pillars, par- it could possibly be pollution-derived. A pollution
helia, halos and similar optical phenomena in origin would have great implications for global air
sunlight which are characteristic of ice crystals, pollution, because sources of Arctic haze would have
the Arctic haze seems completely amorphous to to be at greater distances than were then recognized
the eye and is almost always without optical ef- for transport of pollution aerosol.
fects, at least those which are sufficiently bright Dr. Shaw realized that chemical measurements
to be seen through aircraft windows. The color were needed to determine the origin of the haze. But
effects in the haze suggest that, like the low- neither he (an atmospheric physicist) nor his institu-
tropospheric haze of middle latitudes, the con- tion (the Geophysical Institute of the University of
stituent particles are no larger than about 2A. Alaska) was prepared to carry out the specialized
This size is so small that, should the haze be measurements that were required. A compatriot was
made up of ice, the crystals would be very rudi- needed. In May 1975, GES met Kenneth A. Rahn
mentary. Since ambient temperatures in the haze (K.A.R.) at a workshop in Polar Meteorology in
are normally in the range of - 30 to - 35 OC, it is Reno, Nevada. KAR's background in trace-element
yet possible that supercooled water could be analysis of remote aerosols and interest in the north
present although, to the writer's knowledge, no seemed to make him an ideal candidate for a partner.
aircraft icing has ever been reported in Arctic The subject was broached, a joint proposal for a
haze."' pilot study was submitted and accepted by ONR in

1976, and the association has continued through the
Alaskan Air Was Too Turbid present.

After Mitchell's article, Arctic haze was forgot- Asian Desert Dust Over Alaska
ten for 15 years, until one of us, Glenn E. Shaw
(G.E.S.), rediscovered it. During the 1972 AIDJEX Our approach to Arctic haze was to combine op-
(Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment) pilot study tical, chemical, physical and meteorological tech-
near Barrow, Alaska, supposedly routine measure- niques to get the broadest possible information. The
ments of atmospheric turbidity with a sun photom- chemical composition of the haze was to be used to
eter revealed unexpectedly high values, i.e., the local deduce whether it was natural or pollution-derived.
atmosphere contained larger-than-expected amounts If pollution-derived, an idea of its age was to be ob-
of aerosol. These measurements were confirmed dur- tained from its optical and physical properties,
ing the AIDJEX Lead Experiment of 1974. Numer- primarily from its particle-size distribution. An idea
ous flights over the pack ice north and northwest of of its source area was to come from backwards air-
Barrow showed that much of the anomalous turbidi- mass trajectories. Things didn't work out at all this
ty originated with distinct haze layers at altitudes of a way in practice, however.
few kilometers. When viewed edge-on, these layers Our first experiment consisted of equipping a
appeared brownish-yellow in color, similar to the light airplane for aerosol sampling, then collecting
more familiar urban haze layers. Occasionally, samples directly from haze bands over Barrow. This
horizontal visibility through the layers was reduced experiment was under the direction of Mr. Randolph
to only a few kilometers. The similarities between D. Borys, now a graduate student at Colorado State
these haze layers and those of Mitchell were so strik- University, and took place in April-May 1976. It was
ing that they must have been one and the same based at the Naval Arctic Research Laboratory in
phenomenon-Arctic haze. Barrow, and used one of their single-engine Cessna

This established that Arctic haze was real and 180's. Overall, it was a huge success. Ironically,
persistent. But the foremost question, its origin, was however, a chance encounter with an atypical aerosol
quite another matter, and was not to be answered threw us off the track for several months.
easily. Both the visual observations and the optical During the early sampling, no distinct haze
measurements had shown that the haze was composed bands were seen, and the flights proceeded routinely.
of true aerosol, that is, was predominantly very tiny Towards the end of the experiment, however, pro-
suspended particles. Except for the size, sun- nounced haze bands appeared, associated with winds
photometer measurements could offer no further in- from the south. It seemed that a period of intense
formation on the aero' ,I. The issue of greatest con- Arctic haze had been caught by luck. Just before the
cern was whether Arctik haze was natural in origin, end of the experiment, the bands disappeared. Back
i.e., represented some previously unrecognized fea- at the University of Rhode Island, analysis of the
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aerosol samples caught us completely by surprise: where A] and rock serve as the reference element and
particles of the early period showed distinct traces of reference material, respectively, for the crust. We
pollution products, whereas those of the later normally use Mason's mean composition of global
(banded) period showed large amounts of soil- rock as our reference material'; other workers some-
derived dust. In other words, the haze bands had times use other mean rocks or mean soils.
been soil dust! The enrichment factor of vanadium (EF) pro-

The chemical basis for this conclusion is il- vides an extremely sensitive test of the pollution vs.
lustrated in Figure I which shows concentrations of natural character of an aerosol. When its values are
the elements aluminum (AI) and vanadium (V) for below 1.5 or so, the aerosol may be considered na-

the nine samples that were taken. These two elements tural. When the value exceeds 1.5. the aerosol is
are extremely useful in studies of aerosol from showing definite influences of pollution. Our first

remote regions, because of their sources. At- Barrow experiment had two distinct phases: Flights

mospheric Al comes primarily from soil dust. V. on A through G where pollution aerosol was seen, and

the other hand, has two main sources: soil dust and Flights I through N where the aerosol was soil-

combustion of oils, particularly the less-refined derived. The soil-derived nature of the latter aerosol

residual oil (which is too heavy and viscous to be was seen clearly when the filters were examined with

burned in the Arctic). The V/Al ratio of soil-derived an electron microscope: angular mineral particles

aerosol is very well-known and reproducible from were abundant in samples I through M and nearly ab-

place to place, and similar to that of the bulk crust, sent earlier.

Aerosol with a soil-like V/Al ratio can be considered As noted above, the soil dust :ame to Barrow

as strongly natural in origin. In and around polluted with south winds. But the North Slope was still

areas, however, particularly those where large frozen and completely snow-covered, and could not

amounts of oil are burned, the V/Al ratio is much have been the source of this material. The rest of

higher and can reach extremes of more than 100 Alaska was probably not the source either, for it too

times the crustal ratio. In these circumstances, V is was mostly snow-covered. Furthermore, the very

said to be enriched relative to the crust. The degree of small size of the soil particles indicated that they had

enrichment is usually expressed by calculating the travelled long distances in the atmosphere, farther

aerosol-crust enr.hment factor of V, defined as than from some other part of Alaska.
The source was finally revealed by backwards

EFv  (V/AI),.,,/(V/Al),,,. air-mass trajectories, as shown in Figure 2. Those
samples with the most soil dust had passed over the
great deserts of eastern China and Mongolia (Gobi,

,,oo Takla Makan, Ordos, Loess Plateau) a few days

earlier. (By contrast the earlier, slightly polluted,
samples had come from the north.) Each spring,
these deserts 6ive rise to huge dust storms whose soil

particles can travel far over the Pacific. In the deep-
sea sediments of the Pacific, east-west bands of

quartz and certain clay minerals can be found extend-

ing from Asia nearly to North America". Short
events of desert dust reaching North America, called
"ice-nucleus storms," have been detected in Wash-
ington State and even in Fairbanks'. So it perhaps
should have come as no surprise to find Asian deserti _dust over Barrow, but we were nevertheless taken

_t=, aback. To confirm the Asian origin of our desert
u :dust, we checked the weather records during our ex-

periment, and found that there had indeed been a
major dust storm in eastern Asia from 22-24 April
1976, which could be followed from its generation in

- L L -the Gobi Desert through its transport southward,

,LiGNT then northeastward past Japan and K )rea out over

the Pacific, where it was lost until part of the cloud
Figurel. Concentrations and enrnchment factors of V and A) in was observed a few days later over Barrow (see

aeromol over Barrow. Alaka, Apr71-May 1976.' Figure 3)'.
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Figure 2. 7tY-rmb isobaric trajectories of air to Barrow, spring 1976'. Nur,'ber
refer to date of arrival at Barrow, solid circWes each 24 hours.

In short, our first experiment had found a little tions of pollution-derived vanadium, nearly as low as
pollution and a lot of soil dust over Barrow. Further- had been measured anywhere else in the Northern
more, the banded nature of the dust clouds matched Hemisphere, also failed to alert us to the potential
the two earlier reports on Arctic haze. For these link between pollution aerosol and Arctic haze. We
reasons, we concluded that Asian desert dust might now know one very important reason for this,
be responsible for much or most of Arctic haze. Con- namely that our experiment was unwittingly per-
sequently, Arctic haze was a natural phenomenon. formed at the very end of the pollution season at Bar-

row, just before pollution aerosol disappears for the
summer. Had we done our experiment several

Arctic Haze Is Pollution Aerosol, Not months earlier, we would have been hit with such
Desert Dust high concentrations of vanadium that their signifi-

cance could not have been missed.
Within a year or so, however, this idea had to be The real blow to the desert-dust hypothesis and a

abandoned. The first inkling that something was natural explanation for Arctic haze came with the ini-
wrong came from sun-photometer data of this ex- tiation of ground-based aerosol sampling at Barrow
periment, which showed that there had been just as the following fall. Ironically, we started this ground
much turbidity before the soil-dust bands arrived as project as a cheap alternative to year-round aircraft
when they were over Barrow in full force. In the first experiments, whose cost and logistics were both pro-
flushes of discovering the longest known transport of hibitive. But we were still looking for desert aerosol,
Asian dust, we had failed to face this observation and were quite unprepared for what was about to
squarely; only several months later die its true mean- happen.
ing become fully evident. The very low concentra- The ground-based experiment almost never
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+ a

Fiture 3. Pgression of Ohe dust cloud for the storm of 22 .4prl 1976.'

started. We knew that ground-level sampling wasn't periment, and making long-term sampling at Barrow
a very good way to look for bands of aerosol which feasible.
are usually found aloft, and so did our program The first few samples from Barrow were very
manager Dr. G. Leonard Johnson, Group Leader of light in color, and contained little besides sea salt.
ONR's Arctic Program. But we argued that ground About the first of November, however, the entire
sampling was better than nothing, was inexpensive, character cff the Barrow aerosol changed suddenly.
and had a reasonable chance of picking up some The samples were dark gray in color, and contained
traces of dust layers aloft. In any event, it would tide much higher concentrations of Al, V and Mn, in pro-
us through the winter until we could perform another portions more like urban samples than clean-area
aircraft experiment the following spring. Dr. samples. For example, the enri-hment factor of
Johnson relented, the experiment went forward, the vanadium jumped from 1 to 10, indicating that 90
next spring's aircraft experiment never happened (for percent of the aerosol was pollution-derived. When
a variety of other reasons), and Arctic air chemistry all these facts were considered (together with data for
hasn't been the same since, a much larger number of elements that we later deter-

In September 1976, KAR visited Barrow and set mined), it was obvious that we were dealing with a
up a high-volume aerosol-sampling system at the pollution-derived aerosol.
GMCC Baseline Observatory. The GMCC (Geophys- Throughout that first winter, concentrations of
ical Monitoring for Climatic Change) program is a Al, V, Mn and carbon remained at roughly an order
branch of the National Oceanic and Atmosphic Ad- of magnitude above their September-October values.
ministration (NOAA) which is dedicated to monitor- During spring, the traditional period of most intense
ing long-term changes in the chemistry and physics of haze at Barrow, the elemental concentrations in-
the atmosphere that may affect world climate. The creased by another factor of 2-3. Near the end of
GMCC program also operates observatories at April, all concentrations decreased abruptly, and the
Mauna Loa (Hawaii), American Samoa, and the aerosol remained nearly pure sea salt for the rest of
South Pole. At Barrow, their -'vo full-time observers the summer. The monthly mean concentrations of
changed filters for us and mailed them to Rhode vanadium during the first year of sampling are shown
Island, thereby greatly reducing the costs of our ex- in Figure 4. No desert dust was seen that winter or
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spring! lifestyle. (While these ideas were proof enough for
us, it would be several more years before we would be

The Winter Pollution Did Not able to convince the last skeptics that our samples
Come from Barrow were something othe: than Barrow contamination.)

Where had the pollution aerosol of winter come
from? We realized immediately that it could not have Abnormal Amounts of Sulfate Required to
had Barrow as a source, for several reasons. First, no Explain the Intensity of the Haze
vanadium is emitted by Barrow. As mentioned
above, vanadium comes from heavy oils, and the On balance, the outstanding feature of that first
fuels at Barrow are primarily natural gas (which is year's record from Barrow was the 10- to 30-fold
free of trace elements like V and Mn) and highly higher concentrations of pollution aerosol during
refined jet fuels, which are also extremely low in im- winter than during summer. (We now have taken five
purities. Second, our samples were sector-controlled, years of aerosol samples from Barrow. The first four
that is, air was sampled only from directions other years have been analyzed, and confirm the seasonal-
than Barrow. The GMCC observatory is east of ity and absolute concentrations of the first year). We
everything else around Barrow, so that air coming thus began to consider very seriously whether polu-
from the east off the Arctic Ocean (the predominant tion aerosol could be responsible for Arctic haze.
wind direction during winter) is free of local in- Although the timing seemed right, a problem re-
fluences. Third, as a test, we had taken four of the in- mained: the concentrations of vanadium, manganese,
itial samples deliberately out-of.sector, i.e., from the etc., seemed much too small to account for the haze.
direction of Barrow. No significant differences from Whereas the intensity of the haze (as measured by op-
the in-sector samples were seen. This indicated that tical depth, or turbidity) was only 3-5 times less than
Barrow was a weak source of pollution, which was in regionally polluted areas such as the northeastern
reasonable considering that Barrow had only 3,000 United States, manganese and vanadium were 20-40
inhabitants, mostly Eskimos, who follow a simple times lower. In other words, there was an order of

magnitude "too much" haze for the pollution
10.00 I I aerosol.

At this point, various possible explanations were
BARROW, ALASKA proposed but none seemed very reasonable. Perhaps

1976-77 some major constituent of the haze was enriched by
EXCESS so;. g m3  an order of magnitude compared to urban aerosols.

This explanation (which later turned out to be the
correct one) was dismissed at the time because of the

Z .great similarities among many different aerosols
0 shown by previous studies. A strong effect of relative
;- humidity (which causes hygroscopic particles to take

up water and swell, and hence scatter light more effi-
ciently) in the Arctic was suggested but also con-z

w sidered unlikely. A layer of concentrated aerosol
o aloft was also considered improbable and ad hoc.
0 Without a great deal of hope, we undertook to

.1 oto measure the amount of sulfate in the haze. Sulfate is
a major constituent of most aerosols, and is often the
single most abundant species. To our great surprise,
sulfate turned out to be an order of magnitude higher
at Barrow than we had expected, and easily concen-
trated enough to explain the turbidities. Its monthly
means for 1976-77 are shown in Figure 4. The ab-

0.0 S 0solute concentrations of sulfate are strikingly high at
s 0 , 0 J F M A M J j A S Barrow: mean winter values for 1976-77 were l-2sg

Figuie 4. Monthly mean concentraw, s of tcams fnonmarinej m"', and the mean for March 1977 (and subsequent
sulfate and excas (noncn rali vanadium a &,wrow. Marches as well) was about 2.5 jg m-'. (We had
Alaska. 1976-77.1" anticipated concentrations of 0. 1-0.3 sg m'.) To put
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these values in perspective, consider that sulfate con- Air-mass Trajectories Not Useful
centrations in the northeastern United States during
winter are roughly 6 lsg m-1, only twice as high as The most common meteorological technique for
those at Barrow during March. Our first Barrow tracing the history f an air mass is to calculate back.
samples were roughly a week in duration; we have trajectories for it. Using the speed and direction of
since found that individual days can have sulfat - con- wind at the time of sampling, the position of the air is
centrations as high as 5 jAS m-1. This means that on calculated for some previous time, say 12 hours ear.
some days, sulfate is higher in Barrow than it is in the lier. Observations at that time and place are then
northeastern United States! used to calculate where the air had been another 12

Other things being equal, it is harder to under- hours earlier, and so on. At Barrow, one may pre.
stand the sources of sulfate than of vanadium, be- cede this process with the observation that the most
cause there are significant natural sources of sulfur to polluted air comes from the north, i.e., from over the
the atmosphere, at least when averaged over the polar cap. Air masses from the south are up to an
globe. The high sulfate concentrations, coupled with order of magnitude cleaner. (This situation is just the
their parallelism to pollution-derived vanadium, sug- opposite of what is normally found in midlatitudes,
gested to us from the beginning that the sulfate was where north is the clean direction.) Severe problems
also pollution-derived, and nothing since then has arise almost immediately when one attempts to
changed our minds. It truly seemed that Arctic haze calculate back-trajectories for the northern (polluted)
stemmed largely from a pollution-derived, sulfate- air masses at Barrow, however. First of all, it typical-
rich aerosol of distant origin. ly takes four days for air masses to cross the ice cap.

As a rough rule of thumb, trajectories become quite

Source if the Pollution Haze uncertain after two days and of little meaning after
five days, except when flow patterns are extremely

Is Outside the Arctic well-defined. Thus, iris difficult to determine where
an air mass first encountered the ice cap, to say

We then began to focus on the area of origin of nothing of where it had been earlier. This problem of
the haze. Certain colleagues had suggested that we distance is compounded by the sparsity of meteoro-
were detecting nothing more than North Slope con- logical data in the Arctic-very often there are no
tamination, from the oil-related activities in Prudhoe data at all from the entire ice cap. As a result, trajec-
Bay. We did not accept this explanation because, by tories calculated for the Arctic are less reliable than
this time, aerosol very similar to that of Barrow had those for other locations. When this is coupled with
been detected by other scientists in the Northwest the long distances from the Arctic to major pollution
Territories of Canada (at Mould Bay) and around the sources (5,000-10,000 kin), it should perhaps not be
northern edge of Greenland, and at Spitsbergen and surprising that trajectory calculations have been
Bear Island in the Norwegian Arctic. To eliminate unable to localize the source areas of aerosol of the
the North Slope as a major source, Mr. Thomas J. North American Arctic, even though we and others
Conway of our project carried out an experiment on have tried both forward and backward trajec-
Narwahl Island in April 1979. Narwahl Island lies tories' - "o. As an alternative, we tried using air-mass
about 25 miles NW of Prudhoe Bay, so that air com- analysis, where characteristic properties such as
ing to it from the north-to-east quadrant is unaf- anlswhrcaateiicporissuh sing o i frm te noth-o-est uadrnt s uaf- temperature, relative humidity, or stability were used
fected by the Alaskan mainland. A series of samples tmeaue eaiehmdto tblt eeueas tracers, but this didn't work either, because of the
taken at Narwahl Island concurrently with samples at tendency for air masses to become aged and similar
Barrow showed very similar concentrations of man- in properties by the time they reached the Arctic. Still
ganese, vanadium and sulfate, and were indistin- other meteorological approaches, some quite inven-
guishable to the eye from the Barrow samples (had tive, have been tried to explain the origin of the
equal concentrations of carbon). This showed once aerosol of the North American Arctic" ". Results
and for all that pollution aerosol observed at Barrow have been mixed at best.
represents that found over much of the polar cap Thus we reluctantly concluded that presently
during winter, not just the North Slope. The sources available meteorological techniques cannot satisfac-
of this aerosol must lie outside the Arctic. To localize torily resolve the source areas of Arctic aerosol. It re-
these sources, we turned (unsuccessfully) to trajec- mains an important question, however. For some
tory analysis. years, we sought the answer by assembling all rele-

vant evidence, however indirect and circumstantial.

Fortunately, there are quite a few pieces of relevant
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evidence; in the paragraphs below, we review a few ways, we were forced to broaden our outlook to three
of the most important. A fuller discussion has re- large polluted areas: eastern North America, Europe
cently been given elsewhere'. (including the western USSR) and eastern Asia

(China, Japan, Kc -:a, etc.). By knowing the prevail-
Likely Sources and Pathways of Pollution ing winds near each source area, one can rather easily

propose the most likely pathway(s) from each to the

At the beginning of this project, we felt in- Arctic. Figure 5 shows these sources and pathways as

tuitively (and probably naively) that eastern North
America was the most likely source of Arctic haze.
Shortly thereafter, as we began to measure distances Figure 3. Possible sources and pathways for transport of pollu-
on a globe and evaluate potential transport path- tion aerosol between midlatitudes and the Arcic.
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they were conceived in 1979. From eastern North many skeptics, including those who chose to read
America, the most likely pathway would be via the scientific nationalism into the contention of Amer-
North Atlantic Ocean, Iceland and the Norwegian icans that Europe aot North America, was the
Sea, following the dominant storm track for that source of Arctic ha.e. But this conclusion has stood
region. Another possible pathway would be via the the test of time (with modifications discussed below),
west side of Greenland, but this should be less impor- and is now supported by abundant evidence. The
tant, because the normal flow of air there is south- first strong piece of evidence we had, and one which
ward, not northward (northeastern Canada is the is still solid, is the geographical distribution of sulfate
great exit area for air leaving the Arctic). From the aerosol during winter. Figure 6 is a map of winter-
beginning, we felt that the most important mean concentrations of nonmarine sulfate in and
pathwayls) had to be active a large fraction of the around the Arctic, with data available as of 1979. It
time during winter, because polar air at Barrow in- shows that concentrations are low over the North
evitably had high concentrations- of aerosol. A Atlantic (data from southern Greenland and several
pathway with the wrong basic directionality, such as cruises in the mid-Atlantic) and, indirectly, that con-
the one along the west side of Greenland, could prob- centrations are low over the Pacific (2 .- fold lower
ably not play a major role in Arctic air chemistry. concentrations in interior Alaska, which receives
The pathway from eastern Asia over the Pacific was Pacific air, than at Barrow). Furthermore, the map
similar to that from eastern North America, being shows that Europe is indeed connected to the Arctic
also based on a storm track. Air flow near the ends of by a broad tongue of high sulfate concentrations
the Atlantic and Pacific pathways would be con- stretching northward through Scandinavia into the
trolled by the Icelandic and Aleutian low-pressure Norwegian Arctic. From southern Scandinavia
areas, respectively, through Spitsbergen, a north-south distance of 2,000

On observational grounds alone, it was easy to km, sulfate remains constant at about 2 gg m".
eliminate eastern Asia as a major source of Arctic Another observation from Figure 6 that is consistent
aerosol: air from the Pacific pathway, approaching with a European source is the slight decrease in
Barrow from the south, is the cleanest observed sulfate from the Norwegian to the North American
there. The reason for these low concentrations is side of the Arctic, from 2 to 1.5 ;Ag m', which sug-
probably the storminess of this path because abun- gests that the sources for both regions are on the
dant precipitation cleanses the air efficiently. Anal- Norwegian side of the Arctic.
ogous reasoning would imply that the North Ameri- Convincing as these arguments are, however,
can source via the Atlantic pathway ought not to be they are still indirect and circumstantial, and hence
important for the Arctic. For a long time we lacked not completely satisfying, even as a package. Direct
direct observations along this pathway to confirm or evidence is needed.
reject this idea, but we now have them from both
southern Greenland and Iceland. Near southern
Greenland, concentrations of aerosol are very low in Tracer Evidence of Sources-Mn/V
winter, as expected from an inefficient pathway. At
Iceland, from which we now have abundant year- For a long time, we have believed that the only
round data, air masses approaching from the west truly direct evidence on sources of Arctic aerosol %as
are very clean. High concentrations of aerosol are oc- going to come from the composition of the aer-,sol
casionally observed at Iceland, to be sure, but only in itself acting as a tracer. According to this idea, there
air masses coming from Europe. A study off the must be regional differences in pollution aeroso,
coast of western Ireland confirmed the cleanliness of stemming from regional differences in fuels, basic
Atlantic air masses. We have never observed high economies, etc. But no one had ever found such dif-
concentrations of aerosol in air masses that have ferences. On the contrary, the major impression
crossed the Atlantic. from trace-element studies in Europe and North

America was the similarity, not the difference be-
tween aerosols. If an element was nonenriched in one

Europe the Likely Source city, it was nonenriched in all other cities. If an ele-
ment was enriched in one city. it was enriched in all

",his reasoning left Euro',e as the only source other cities, and to surprisingly similar degrees. To a
area for Arctic pollution aer iol. By late 1978, the limited extent, we had looked for regional dif-
basis for this conclusion was strong enough that we ferences, but to no avail. By the late 1970's, we had
began to speak about it publicly. Again, there were nearly given up on ever finding them, and had even
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looked into the feasibility of using pollution gases in- ,on'
stead.

Then in April 1980, in a chance conversation be- / 1
tween KAR and Dr. L. Barrie of Atmospheric Envi- / /

ronent Service, Canada, the subject of manganese 00-

in the European aerosol arose. Both had lived and Q ./
worked in Europe a few years earlier, and had in- : EA3A-/ * //

dependently found more Mn in European cities than " , /

they were accustomed to in North America. That _o-
conversation led KAR to try to construct a tracer - / *e

from the Mn/V ratio (more precisely, the ratio of Z AMERICAf
Q: A ACTrC ,\StHE TLANO .S

noncrustal Mn to noncrustal V). This ratio had the U ,,

prospect of being considerably larger in value in 0, a >\ /

Europe than in eastern North America, because Mn - 4 24

was high in Europe and V was high in eastern North / I,/,, .ARCI

America. In principle, the ratio of two elements /
would have disti'act advantages as a tracer, because 0, /

its value should change much more slowly during o,0 0 o00 000

transport than would the concentration of either ele- NONCRUSTAL V, M9 n-

ment alone, especially if the two elements were on i. A
Figure 7. Atrnospheric concentrations of nonicrustal .€n and V m

Imilar particle sizes in the aerosol. A properly Eurasia, the northeast U.S.A.. and the .4rctc."

chosen elemental ratio could thus approach conser-
vative behavior during transport. Mn and V were

good candidates for a ratio because they are both The reasons for this are not completely understood.
enriched, pollution-derived elements, and hence In part, they seem to be related to particle size, for
associated with the submicron fraction of the aero- Mn is often found on somewhat coarser particles
sol. Earlier attempts to use the enrichment factor of than is V and thus should be removed faster during
pollution elements as tracers had been abandoned be- transport'. But the decreases predicted from particle
cause of the great disparity in size between the size alone are more like a factor of two at most. The
pollution-derived elements (usually submicron) and reasons for this discrepancy are not yet known. Ap-
the reference element aluminum (supermicron). As a plying the operational decrease of 3-4 times during
result, enrichment factors changed too much during transport brings a great deal of order to Figure 7:
transport. aerosol of the Norwegian Arctic becomes compatible

The Mn/V ratio worked. On a plot of Mn vs. V, with a European precursor, as so much other evi-
European samples separated cleanly from those dence indicates; aerosol transported from eastern
taken in the eastern United States (Figure 7). Mean North America takes on a Mn/V ratio much lower
Mn/V ratios were 5 ±: I times greater in VFurope than than is ever found in the Arctic, which is consistent
in the eastern United States. Although the reasons with the rapid washout of North American aerosol
for this are still not known fully, the tracer can be by Atlantic storms noted above. But another puzzle
used with confidence. In addition, values from is created: the source area for aerosol of the North
various Arctic sites on the same plot, showed that the American Arctic (Barrow and Mould Bay) must have
Norwegian Arctic and North American Arctic a higher Mn/V ratio than any site depicted in Figure
regions were separated by a factor of two in ratio. 7.
We had not realized that there were such large
regional differences in the Arctic aerosol. Like
Europe, the North American Arctic had Mn/V ratios The Central Soviet Union a Potent Source
greater than unity, and like eastern North America,
the Norwegian Arctic had ratios less than unity. What could this source be? We feel that it is

Did this mean that Europe was the source of most likely the central Soviet Union. There are at
aerosol for the North American Arctic and eastern least two reasons to expect a very high Mn/V ratio in
North America for the Norwegian Arctic? Not neces- aerosol from this region: much steel is produced
sarily, for there is both theoreti. il and observational there (which favors the release of large amounts of
evidence that the Mn/V ratio d creases 3ystematically Mn), and the economy of the area is based strongly
during long-range transport by factors of up to 3-4. on coal (coal-burning areas have high Mn,'V ratios).
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Huge quantities of pollution aerosol are released in to these periods of northward flow to the Norwegian
the central Soviet Union-some of the highest poUu- Arctic as "direct" episodes.
tion levels in the entire Soviet Union are found For a long time, we thought that direct episodes
here". Furthermore, as discussed below, there is a were the key to understanding air pollution in the
very fficient transport path from this region that Norwegian Arctic. In 1979, ho, ver, we were sur-
went unrecognized for a long time. A great variety of prised to learn that they are only i small part of the
circumstantial evidence now points to the central story. In a cooperative study of air pollution at Bear
Soviet Union as the major source of aerosol for the Island with the Norwegian Institute of Air Research,
North American Arctic. Ironically, it was not one of we discovered that the most frequent pathway of SO,
our original three candidate-areas. (the gSseous precursor to sulfate aerosol) into Bear

Island is from the northeast, not from the south as
Pathways would be expected for direct episodes. During the

winter of 1977-78 for example, 10 of 13 pulses of SO,
What about pathways to the Arctic? Here we at Bear Island were from the northeastern quadrant".

have to consider Europe and the central Soviet Union These northeastern air masses are much colder
separately. For Europe, there is a broad body of than are those of direct episodes from the south. The
basic knowledge concerning northward transport basic explanation for this second type of episode can
which has come from the decade-long systematic be seen easily from meteorological maps: t ie cold-air
study of acidity in Scandinavia. Sponsored first by pulses from the northeast are inevitabl' associated
OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and with low-pressure areas centered over open water
Development) and now by ECE (Economic Commis- south of Bear Island, and are really the tail end of a
sion for Europe), the transport and deposition of sul- cyclonic pathway that originated far to the south,
fur and acidity have been thoroughly investigated by moved eastward and northeastward around the lead-
large-scale cooperative studies within Europe. The in3 edge of the advancing low, then recurved south-
deposition of acidity in Scandinavia normally occurs ward and westward around the north side of the low.
in a series of episodes each winter, all associated with Because of this 1800 curvature, we coined the term
strong northward air flow from the more populated "return-flow" pathway. Figure 8 shows five exam-
anA industrialized countries to the south, such as pIes of actual return-flow pathways for SO, coming
G*.'. Britain, France, Germany, Poland and the to Bear Island; Figure 9 is an icdealized version of this
western Soviet Union. The most common vehicle is patn as it was envisaged in 1979, and shows how
the "black episode," so named for the dark appear- aerosol might continue from the Norwegian Arctic
ance of the aerosol on filters". A black episode is into the North American Arctic. We have recently
created when a high-pressure area centered over or confirmed the existence of this pathway to Barrow. It
east of Europe combines with a low-pressure arca seems to be particularly active during spring, for rea-
approaching from the Atlantic to create a narrow but sons discussed below.
intense zone of northward transport in between. The main transport pathway from the central
When the low and high are positioned so that this Soviet Union to the Arctic can be seen quite readily,
transport zone begins in central Europe and passes together with the meteorological mechanism respon-
over Scandinavia, much of Scandinavia is blanketed sible for it, from meteorological maps. As noted
by black, acidic aerosol in concentrations several above, we had missed this pathway until recently, be-
times the norm and for periods of up to a few days. cause we didn't have the right source area in mind (it

It is now known that black episodes can occa- was only in 1980 that we realized that the central Soviet
sionally continue all the way into the Norwegian Arc- Union was the key source for Barrow, after we had
tic. As such, they become an important source of pol- come upon the Mn/V tracer. Previously, we had sought
lution aerosol for this region. There are at least two repeatedly and unsuccessfully to correlate episodes of
variations on the basic northward pathway: one flow from Europe with pulses of aerosol at Barrow.)
west of Norway (when the Asiatic high is westward of It should be noted perhaps that we use the term
its normal position), and one over the Baltic Sea be- "central Soviet Union" in a vague, operational sense
tween Sweden and Finland. According to Dr. B. Ottar since the exact source areas of aerosol in this region
of the Norwegian Institute for Air Research, who has are not yet clear. Originally, we focused on the south-
directed these European studies for the last several em Urals, where heavy industry is abundant. There
years, there is a tendency for the northward air flow are other potential sources nearby, however, includ-
to avoid the mountainous Scandinavian -'eninsula. ing adjoining parts of Kazakhstan, western Siberia,
Because of their relatively straight pathwas, we refer and possibly also the European Soviet Union.
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Figure 8. Five-day surface gemstrophic back.trajectories of refurn-flow epLsodes
4olid lines) and periods of low concentrawn:s (broken tin,'.:) of SO, at
Bear Island during winter 1977-78. Dates of arrval at Bear Island are in-
dicated. "

Noril'sk, a copper-nickel smelting complex in North- produces a very strong region or northward air flow
ern Siberia, may also be important. centered roughly on the eastern Taymyr Peninsula,

Pressure patterns at the surface during January are
Meteorological Features of shown in Figure 10.
Pollution Transport Several interesting aspects of this flow pattern

should be noted. Perhaps the most significant of
The meteorological maps showed that, once these stems from the fact that the lows rarely pene-

again, the leading edge of a low-pressure area is in- trate beyond Novaya Zemlya. This £:,, because they
volved with transport to the Arctic, normally but not depend on the warm open sea for their energy. But the
always in combination with a high-pressure area. The open water, which extends over the top of Norway in
low-pressure areas involved are later stages of the response to a branch of the warm Gulf stream (which
same systems discussed earlier for Bear Island. In this creates the ice-free Arctic port of Murmansk, so
case, however, they are centered near Novaya Zemlya. important to the Soviet Union), ends before Novaya
They are often quite large, and their area of influence Zemlya. The migrating lows, which are traceable all
can extend as far south as 50"N, easily encompassing the way back to North America, pass rapidly over the
the important source areas at roughly 55 N. The North Atlantic and Iceland, then follow the warm
high-pressure area involved is the Asiatic high, which water over the top of Norway, past Bear Island and
is very strong during winter and is normally centered into the Novaya Zemlya area. Upon encountering the
in Mongolia. In addition to dominating the pressure pack ice west of Novaya Zemlya and the ridge of high
patterns over much of interior Asia, it often has a pressure on the other side of the Taymyr, they stag-
lobe which extends through the -ortheastern Soviet nate and eventually die, to be replaced a few days
Union into the Arctic. The combination of the low later by the next low. With certain variations, this
over Novaya Zemlya and the high over Mongolia pattern repeats itself throughout the winter.
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The net result is to create a semi-permanent zone with a rapid periodicity. But the Taymyr area has
of east-west pressure gradient centered on the eastern some of the least changeable winds in the Eurasian
Taymyr Peninsula. Because the migrating lows do Arctic. As a result, concentrations of pollutants near
not pass the peninsula, this pressure gradient varies Barrow are much ste.-dier than at Bear Island, and
in intensity (depending on the proxim.ty of the near- have more of their variation associated with longer
est low) but not in direction. This creates a zone of periodicities.
flow to the Arctic which we call the Taymyr pathway, The meager precipitation in the interior of Asia
whose intensity pulsates but whose direction is nearly during winter (nearly the lowest in the Northern
always the same-nonhward. The close relatinn be- Hemisphere), combined with the intensity and con-
tween the Taymyr and return-flow pathways is shown stancy of the winds along the Taymyr pathway, make
in Figure 5. it ideal for transporting pollution aerosol. Strong

The contrasts between the Taymyr pathway and pollution sources in the central Soviet Union lie near
the return-flow pathway are very important to Arctic the beginning of this path, and make it the dominant
air chemistry. Because the low-pressure areas pass one for much of the Arctic, in particular for the
completely by Bear Island, the return-flow pathway North American Arctic.
from Europe is only in place for I-3 days before it is (The scanty precipitation in the Arctic itself is
replaced with an entirely different kind of trajectory. one of the major reasons for Arctic haze. Because
As a result, the concentrations of pollutants in the precipitation scavenges aerosol efficiently, regions of
Norwegian Arctic are "noisy," i.e., vary greatly and abundant precipitation have low concentrations of
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aerosol. We feel that this is the reason why the sea- January-February, the answers are very different for
sonalities of aerosol and precipitation in the Arctic the Norwegian Arctic and for the Taymyr area. In
are inversely correlated.) the Norwegian Arctic, there is little tendency for

Because of its location, the Taymyr pathway is deeper penetration into the Arctic, for the return-
more difficult to verify by actual observation than is flow pathway is already heading south. At this time
the return-flow pathway. We have been able to verify of year, aerosol from the Norwegian Arctic is not
it to our satisfaction, though, with aerosol samples seen near Barrow. In the Taymyr area, however, air
provided by the Air Force from routine Arctic flights, flows (in the mean) straight across the ice cap to the
This has established that aerosol emerging from the North American Arctic (see Figure 10). This penetra-
Taymyr pathway matches the Barrow aerosol in con- tion is facilitated by the lack of a high-pressure area
position, and is different from that of the Norwegian over the pole at this time. This pressure pattern is at
Arctic. Back-trajectories for the Taymyr samples, odds with the traditional picture of semi-permanent
which are numerous enough to allow statistically high pressure centered on the pole, and is a feature of
valid conclusions to be drawn, pass through the cen- Arctic meteorology whose importance to Arctic air
tral Soviet Union. chemistry has only recently been appreciated. Of

It is interesting o note that all the major path- course, not every pulse of air from the Taymyr flows
ways from Eurasia to , e Arctic discussed above have to Barrow, but the distinct tendency is there, and
one feature in commo,-the same migrating low- each winter there are few events, typically of several
pressure areas. Because the importance of these lows days duration, that can be very strong. When the
to Arctic air chemistry has not been fully appreciated Asiatic high is well developed at the same time, the
before, we summarize the above discussion by fol- flow can come from deep inside the Soviet Union.
lowing the progress of a given low as it creates each The situation during spring is quite different. By
of the pathways in turn. March and April, the classical polar high has formed,

Consider a low-pressure area fresh from the and is centered on the Alaskan side of the pole near
North American mainland. It first follows the North the center of the pack ice (see Figure It). This air
Atlantic storm track, which is basically the path of mass blocks direct flow from the Taymyr to Alaska,
the Gulf Stream, i.e., from the Canadian Atlantic and diverts it westward along the Eurasian coast into
Provinces toward Iceland. As the low approaches the Norwegian Arctic and thence past Greenland and
Europe. it may combine with a high over Europe to along the Canadian Arctic Islands to Alaska. The
producce a black episode into Scandinavia. The low portion of this pathway from the Norwegian Arctic is
then advances northward along the Norwegian coast. shown in idealized form in Figure 9. As far as the
If conditions are right, it may extend the black epi- North American Arctic is concerned, the presence of
sode to the Norwegian Arc ic, where it would appear the polar high favors nearer sources of aerosol along
as a direct episode. As the low passes between Bear this path, i.e., Europe rather than the central Soviet
Island and Norway, on its way to Novaya Zemlya, it Union. When conditions are right, (European) aero-
creates a brief, but strong, return-flow episode into sol from the Norwegian Arctic can be transported en
the Norwegian Arctic. As it reaches Novaya Zenlya, masse to Barrow. An example of this is given in Fig-
the flow around the leading edge of the low combines ure 12, which shows Mn and V in daily samples from
with the Asiatic high to bring aerosol from the Soviet Barrow during the winter of 1979-80. Throughout
Union to the Arctic via the Taymyr pathway. By this the early part of the winter, the Mn/V ratio remained
time, the next low is already near Europe, and in a between 1 and 2, i.e., near its winter-mean values.
few days it will have arrived at Novaya Zemlya to But in early March, aerosol with a Mn/V ratio of
replace the first one, which in the meantime has filled about 0.6 appeared suddenly and remained for nearly
and disappeared. And so it goes throughout the win- 6 weeks. Meteorological maps for this period revealed
ter, with successive pulses of aerosol to Scandinavia, that there had been a prolonged direct episode north-
the Norwegian Arctic, then the eastern Arctic, each ward from Europe beginning a few days before the
type of pulse being a little slower and steadier than new aerosol appeared at Barrow, and that there had
the one preceding it. been a strong polar high to divert the flow from the

Norwegian Arctic toward Barrow. Because the low
Movement of Pofution In the Arctic Mn/V ratios of this episode corresponded so closely

to the winter mean at Bear Island (see Figure 7), there
Where does pollution aerool go after it enters could be little doubt that this aerosol had, in fact,

the Arctic? This depends on location and season. come from Europe, via the Norwegian Arctic. Events
During early winter, from roughly November through such as this seem to be a regular feature of spring
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Figure 11. Mean surface pressure (robjin April) '

as Barrow.

During March and April, the intensity of the Altitude of Transport
general circulation decreases rapidly. Consequently,
the migrating lows and the Asiatic high weaken, and One of the most interesting questions concerning
transport to the Arctic declines rapidly. By May, transport of aerosol to the Arctic is its altitude.
nearly all the aerosol of winter is gone. The North Long-range transport of aerosol is often regarded as
American Arctic remains nearly free of pollution for occurring primarily in the mid-troposphere, where
the rest of the summer, until September or October air moves faster and contaminants are removed more
when the cycle starts over again. On the Eurasian slowly than in the surface boundary layer below 1-2
side, however, sources are nearer, and weak events of km elevation. Transport aloft seems to be the rule for
transport appear sporadically throughout the sum- Saharan dust crossing the Atlantic, as well as for
mer, but are curiosities rather than being of real sig- Asian desert dust over the Pacific Ocean. For this
nificance. Between pulses, the air is extremely clean, reason, it has been suggested at various times that

long-range transport of pollution aerosol to the Arc-
tic should take place well above the surface. While
*the last word is certainly not in on this subject, pri-
manly because there have been so few measurements
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aloft, the facts do not seem to support this supposi- effective by the time they reach the Arctic. Nearer the
tion. Rather, the transport seems to be concentrated sources there is also little tendency to mix aerosol
at unusually low altitudes, normally below 3 km aloft, for most of Eurasia is snow-covered during
(10,000 feet) and often at or below 1.5 km (5,000 winter. In the central Soviet Union source area,
feet). Because these observations "break all the temperatures are commonly -20*C and below. It
rules" of long-range transport, they have been should be remembered that the Eurasian population
treated with considerable skepticism. But we have re- in general is located 100 farther north than is the
peatedly found the haze at Barrow to be concentrated North American population, and hence receives
below 3 km or so. Although the Ptarmigan observers much less sunlight during winter. Even when aerosol
occasionally reported haze to the Arctic tropopause is transported from central Europe to Scandinavia
(8-9 kin), the great majority of their sightings were (50-60ON), it is held below 2 km altitude".
below 5 km. (Lacking reference points in the upper Thus, it would seem that transport to the Arctic
troposphere, visual observations often overestimate takes place at lower elevations than is common in
the amount of haze.) Earlier balloon-based measure- other parts of the world. One fortunate side effect of
meats of light scattering in the Alaskan Arctic by the this low-level transport is that measurement at the
University of Wyoming showed the bulk of the haze surface, which is often the only practical way to ac-
particles to be below 5 km. Various other aircraft cumulate regular samples, may be considerably more
measurements have suggested that the effective cel- representative of the transport as a whole in the Arc-
ing may be closer to 3 km. tic than in areas where the surface layer is cut off

There are good reasons why aerosol should be from transport aloft.
transported to the Arctic at lower elevations than
elsewhere. The principal one is the lack of a driving
force to lift the aerosol. The Arctic atmosphere is ex- Environmental Effects of Arctic Haze
tremely stable during winter, when the ice cap is at its
maximum and there is negligible direct solar radia- No discussion of Arctic haze would be complete
tion to destabilize the surface layer. The smooth sur- without mention of its environmental effects, which
(ace of ice and snow m-inizes mechanical turbu- may be classified as radiative, nucleational, or depo-
lence as well. Low-pressi e areas, which are a great sitional. Radiative effects include scattering and ab-
destabilizing force in midlatitudes, are weak and in- sorption of visible light by the aerosol, and the conse-
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quent alteration of the local radiation balance. In than information on their nucleational properties,
most aerosols scattering dominates absorption, and and hence will not be considered further here. CCN
Arctic haze is no exception. Sulfate and the asso- and IN are environmentally meaningful quantities,
ciated water are the major scatterers. Other than and are prese.ly the subject of a Ph.D. thesis by Mr.
creating the visible haze, however, scattering is a rela- Randolph D. Borys of Colorado State University
tively unimportant feature of the Arctic aerosol; it (under ONR sponsorship). His preiiminary data are
merely lengthens the path of the light rays as they most interesting-they show that Arctic haze in-
pass through the Arctic atmosphere. Absorption is creases the numbers of CCN but seems to decrease
far more important, in spite of its smaller magnitude. the numbers of IN. The increase of CCN is tenta-
The primary absorber in most aerosols, and in the tively linked to elevated sulfate concentrations in
Arctic aerosol as well, is black carbon, or soot. Arc- Arctic haze, whereas the decrease of IN concentra-
tic haze contains much more black carbon than ex- tions is more puzzling. One proposal is that the sur-
pected-orders of magnitude more than found over faces of IN (often soil or mineral particles) may be
the Pacific Ocean, for example, and 2-3 times more poisoned by secondary material such as sulfate or
than predicted based on pollutants such as sulfate, organics deposited during transport. In one com-
vanadium or manganese. Measurements by Dr. Ed- pleted study by Mr. Borys, an episode of aerosol
ward M. Patterson of the Georgia Institute of Tech- transport from Europe to Iceland was observed in
nology show that carbon is higher in concentration at August 1979. During this event, concentrations of
Barrow than at Bear Island. We are tentatively both CCN and pollution aerosol were temporarily
ascribing these high concentrations to some feature elevated"2 .
of air pollution in the central Soviet T Inion source Depositional effects of Arctic aerosol have not
area that we do not understand. It may be from a been studied as much as its radiative and nucleational
general lack of pollution controls there, from the pre- effects have. Carbon deposited on pack ice has
dominant use of coal as an energy source, or it may already been mentioned. But many other elements
have some entirely different explanation. and ions can be detected in Arctic snows; the relation

Whatever the reason, there is a great deal of car- between the trace compositions of snows and parent
bon in the aerosol of the North American Arctic. It aerosol is not at all clear, however, and may be very
has been estimated that during spring, this carbon complex. In one now-classic case, trace elements in a
can heat the local lower atmosphere by as much as series of snow samples near Barrow were measured;
I *C per day". More recent estimates have tended to from their ratios, it was concluded that the aerosol
revise this figure downward, but it still remains unex- near Barrow was primarily natural in origin". But
pectedly high relative to the nature of the area. This these same elements in the Barrow aerosol reveal an
topic is currently undergoing extensive further study, overwhelming anthropogenic influence. Part of this
because any effect of man that tends to heat the polar discrepancy may be from the methods used to inter-
regions is well worth monitoring closely. pret the snow data, but part of it may also be due to

Another aspect of Arctic carbon is its deposition selective scavenging of aerosol by snow. This aerosol-
onto the pack ice, where is continues to absorb solar snow dichotomy is worthy of considerable further
radiation throughout the summer, long after atmo- study, for it is central to the interpretation of trace-
spheric carbon has disappeared 2'"'. Clearly, this can element data from the Greenland Ice Sheet, which
greatly extend the influence on Arctic climate and are used to derive historical trends of air pollution in
preliminary evidence indicates that carbon in Arctic the Northern Hemisphere.
snow can indeed increase the latter's absorption of Ecological aspects of deposition to the surface
visible radiation by several percent2 '. of the Arctic may also be important. It has recently

The nucleational aspect of Arctic haze may be been calculated that more lead enters the Arctic
one of its most important environmental effects. In Ocean from the atmosphere than from the influx of
general, three kinds of nuclei are recognized: conden- North Atlantic water or from rivers". The situation
sation nuclei (CN), such as are measured by an may well be the same for other metals of ecological
Aitken counter at several hundred percent supersatu- interest. These metals and other substances such as
ration; cloud-condensation nuclei (CCN), particles organic compounds are also deposited on the tundra,
which nucleate water at the much lower super- where they enter the Arctic food chain. The ramifica-
saturations actually found in clouds (a few tenths of tions of this remain completely unexplored. The Arc-
a percent); and ice n--clei (IN), particles which tic aerosol is also very acidic, particularly during
nucleate ice crystals in clouds. CN counts give the spring. The effects of this acidity on the tundra
total numbers of particles in the atmosphere, rather biome need to be investigated.
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Further Studies-International Cooperation

The ONR Arctic haze project has stimulated the
:reation of several other programs: The Canadian
Atmospheric Environment Service is now operating
three sampling stations in the Canadian Arctic, at
Mould Bay, Igloolik, and Alert. Denmark has five
sampling sites around the perimeter of Greenland.
Iceland is engaged in a long-term cooperative study
of their aerosol with URI. The winter and summer
aerosol of western Ireland was studied with the aid of
University College, Galway. The Norwegian Institute
for Air Research has conducted several years of air -
sampling at both Bear Island and Spitsbergen, and is k was$

about to expand its program during the next five * 0"
years. One of the major scientific goals of the sum- P" T
mer 1980 Arctic expedition of the Swedish icebreaker
Ymer was an international study of air pollution in
the Norwegian Arctic. As a result of the Ymer cruise,
the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, W.
Germany has begun its own study of the Arctic /
aerosol.

Several countries and laboratories interested in
Arctic air pollution have formed the Arctic Air- a
Sampling Network". From its inception in 1977 (at a a .
meeting sponsored by ONR), the network has grown Fsur 13. Sites of thme Arctic Air-aipling Network in 1980.1
until it now includes approximately 15 sampling sites.
Figure 13 shows the locations of these sites as of 1980.

Two international conferences have been held
on Arctic air chemistry, the first at Oslo in April 1977 Broader Outgrowths of This Research
and the second at Rhode Island in May 1980. The pro-
ceedings of the Rhode Island symposium comprised There have been important spinoffs into other
the August 1981 issue of the international journal At- areas from the ONR Arctic Haze Program. One of
mospheric Environment. A third conference is tenta- these is the development of a general system of ele-
tively scheduled for October 1983 in Toronto. mental tracers for source areas of pollution aerosol,

The current surge of interest in Arctic air pollu- which is sure to find application in various regions
tion has caused the GMCC Program to upgrade its and atmospheric problems. This system is still in its
activities at Barrow. Of its four baseline observa- infancy. A major effort to develop it into a full-
tories, Barrow now receives the most attention. Last fledged system involving many tracer elements is now
spring, GMCC sponsored a special series of accel- under way at URI for Europe, via a collection of
erated measurements there, aimed primarily at fur- cooperative local efforts called the European Aero-
ther documenting the radiative aspects of Arctic haze. sol-Sampling Network. Aerosol samples are being

Without a doubt, the greatest disappointment in collected in Belgium, West Germany, Austria, Hun-
our six-year term with Arctic haze was our failure to gary, Sweden, Finland, and eventually also Poland,
induce the Soviet Union to participate. Repeated we hope, and are sent to the University of Rhode
overtures have been made to various individuals and Island for analysis. Compositional patterns over
departments, all without success. This is most unfor- Europe will be correlated with similar observations
tunate in light of the evidence for the central Soviet on both sides of the Arctic; from these correlations,
Union as the major source of aerosol to the North we hope to be able to deduce which elements make
American Arctic. the best tracers, and which subregions of Europe are

the most important sources of Arctic aerosol. From
this, it should be possible to go more deeply into
meteorological aspects of transport to the Arctic.

Another major spinoff, just developing, is the
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construction of a similar set of elemental tracers for no matter what the total effort devoted to Arctic
the eastern United States and its application to the haze, and no matter what the eventual mix of labora-
problem of sources and transport of acidity to the tories and projects involved, the study of air pollu-
Northeast. This project is particularly noteworthy tion in this area will continie to be fascinating and
e)ause acid precipitation is the number-one environ- stimulating.

mental issue in the United States today. The sources
of acid rain in the Northeast are not at all clear; it is
our hope that the tracer techniques first developed
for the Arctic can be expanded and refined for the Acknowledgments
Northeast, and will shed some light on the true
sources of acid rain there. We are most grateful for the long-term support

In conclusion, the ONR-sponsored research of of ONR's Arctic Program, which has made this work
the last six years on Arctic haze has shown that it is possible. Throughout this investigation, Dr. G. Leo-
strongly pollution-derived, that its sources are pri- nard Johnson and Mr. Ronald K. McGregor of ONR
marily Eurasian but differ from one part of the Arc- encouraged us to be broad and interdisciplinary, and
tic to another, that it is transported in the lower tropo- gave us the scientific freedom that was indispensable
sphere by major synoptic systems, primarily the in dealing with the many and varied unknowns of
migratory lows and the polar high, and that it may Arctic haze. Additional support was provided by the
have important radiative, nucleational and deposi- National Science Foundation. Messrs. Randolph D.
tional effects. These conclusions are only broad gen- Borys and Thomas J. Conway designed and carried
eralizations, however-much ,york remains to be out many of the field experiments, and analyzed
done providing details for each area. In the future, samples in the laboratory as well. More recent
we hope to use elemental tracers to delineate the analyses were performed by Ms. Noelle F. Lewis and
sources more precisely, to develop more appropriate Mr. Douglas H. Lowenthlal. The GMCC program,
meteorological techniques to better understand the in Boulder, Colorado, has been continually suppor-
transport, to fill in the third dimension with more tive of our efforts. A long series of their observers in
aircraft-based observations, and to look further into Barrow, Alaska, have changed samples for us and
the various environmental effects. We hope to con- cared for our equipment. Elemental analyses were
tinue to stimulate other groups to join us, in order to performed using facilities of the Rhode Island
broaden the range of studies. But one thing is sure: Nuclear Science Center. 8
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Summary

A seven-element tracer system has revealed that regional pollution

aerosols of both North America and Europe have discrete and different

signatures that can be followed into remote areas up to several thousand

km downwind. In aerosols of mixed origin, regional contributions to the

tracer elements can be resolved by least-squares procedures. After trans-

port of several hundred km, secondary sulfate can also be apportioned

satisfactorily. Regional elemental tracers thus offer a way to determine

the sources of pollution aerosol in important areas such as the northeast-

ern United States, Scandinavia, and the Arctic, where it is otherwise

presently impossible.
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Need for regional tracers

The routine transport of pollution aerosol long distances through

the atmosphere is increasingly recognized as an important aspect of at-

mospheric science. Once considered a rarity, atmospheric transport on

the scale of 1,000-10,000 km is now invoked regularly to understand the

results of aerosol studies in rural and remote areas (1).

But long-range transport has created a whole new set of interpretive

problems. While it is relatively easy to identify the part of the aero-

sol which has been transported, it is often difficult or impossible to

pinpoint its source area(s). (At distances of a few hundred km or more,

source areas are normally much more important than point sources.)

Sheer distance can cause problems. For example, it has been extremely

difficult to decide whether the important sources of pollution aerosol ob-

served at Barrow Alaska are located in North America, Europe or Asia.

With air-mass trajectories from these sources being 5,000-10,000 km or

more in length and representing travel times of 5-10 days or more, pure

meteorological techniques have not led to a consensus about even the con-

tinent(s) of origin, much less any particular regions within the contin-

ent(s) (2).

The configuration of sources can also make A,. ,tification difficult.

In the northeastern United States, for example, where the source areas

of acid aerosol and precipitation are currently in dispute, distances of

transport are much shorter (1,000 km or less) but the demography is com-

plex. As a result, trajectories to areas of concern such as the Adiron-

dacks often pass over several strong source areas in their last few

hundred km. No available.transport model can reliably apportion the

contributions of these sources to the final sulfate, acidity or other

ubiquitous constituents of the aerosol.
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There is thus a great need for a more direct way to identify distant

sources of pollution aerosol. Such a capability would be of practical as

well as scientific importance, because it could be extended ultimately to

determining source areas of acid precipitation. It may cost as much as

$20-100 billion to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide in the eastern United

States over the next decade; controlling the wrong sources would be a very

costly-error indeed.

We feel that chemical tracers in the aerosol itself hold considerabl.

promise. This article deals with our efforts on regional elemental tracers;

eventually, organic and stable isotopic tracers can probably be developed

and used analogously.

Prospects for regional elemental tracers

Pollution aerosol contains all elements: no true tracers, or elements

unique to specific source areas, exist. But it is reasonable to expect the

proportion* of at least some elements to vry with source area because dif-

ferent areas have different mixes of the major aerosol sources (combustion,

industry, transportation, etc.), different mixes of fuels, fuels from dif-

ferent origins, different industrial bises, and different degrees of pollu-

tion control. A priori, however, the number of regional elemental signa-

tures, the magnitude of their differences, and the elements involved cannot

be predicted; they must be determined empirically.

In general, regional tracers are constructed and used quite differently

from urban tracers. Elemental signatures used to deduce the sources of

urban aerosol by receptor-oriented techniques (3) are usually deri .-d for

either point sources or specific types of sources (automotive exhaust, for

example). Regional aerosols, by contrast, are mixes of many sources and

should thus resemble one another much more than signatures within an urban

... . . . . . ... . . .i , L I -1 I I - .
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region should. The similarities among pollution aerosols have been recog-

nized for years (4), to the point that many have doubted whether useful

regional differences could ever be found. We have determined, though,

that discrete regional signatures do indeed exist, and are comonly very

different from one another.

The two keys to deriving regional signatures are finding the right

elements and handling the data with the appropriate statistical techniques.

The "marker-element" approach often used in urban studies (where the con-

tribution of a source is evaluated by a single element) cannot be used

with regional signatures because of their great similarities; the inclu-

sion of all available elements in signatures, as practiced in some urban

studies, goes to the other extreme and adds too much noise to regional

signatures. The best approach seems to be a compromise--limit regional

signatures to those few elements with the greatest tracer power.

Several requirements should be met by elements and signatures before

hey can be used in a regional tracer system: the elements should be pol-

cion-derived, sampled and measured accurately, emitted stably and homo-

geneously in each region, and present on particles small enough to be

transported long distances; each signature should remain recognizable

during transport. Our preliminary assessment indicates that all these

requirements are met adequately; we illustrate several of them in the

discussion that follows. Nevertheless, some of these requirements, such

as conservation of proportions during transport, are sufficiently criti-

cal that we have built a system of routine checks into our operating sys-

tem.

A seven-element tracer system

The first regional tracer was the noncrustal Mn/V ratio (5). This

tracer was designed to determine whether Arctic aerosol originated mainly

I I~i II I -
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from Europe or eastern North America. Although the noncrustal Mn/V

ratio succeeded in doing this, its greatest crntribution A s to demon-

strate the general feasibility of regional elemental tracers, and hence

to stimulate the development of more sophisticated tracing systems. At

present, we are using a seven-element tracer system involving As, Sb, Se,

Zn, In, noncrustal Mn and noncrustal V. The design of this system and

several of its applications are discussed below. No tracer system is per-

fect; this one is sure to be modified in the future.

These seven elements were chosen from the 40-45 that we measure by

neutron activation as best meeting the criteria of being pollution-derived.

fine-particle and accurately analyzable. Potential tracers rejected for

analytical reasons included Cu, Ni, Ga, Mo, Ag, Cd, Sn, W, Au and Hg.

With better analysis, any or all of these might be included in the system.

Lead and elemental carbon are strong candidates which should also be in-

vestigated. Indium (In), whose analysis is poorer than those of the other

six elements, was retained because of its great utility in tracing smelters

(6).

Our regional signatures consist of six elemental ratios to Se. Ratios

are used to normalize for variable meteorological effects such as dispersion

and removal; Se is used in the denominator because it is a general pollut-

ant found at similar concentrations in diverse source areas, and hence will

not bias the ratios toward any particular region. Other general pollution

elements such as Pb or C might also be used in the denominator.

The signature of a source region cannot be derived in a completely

straightforward fashion because most regions can be affected by aerosols

from other regions. To eliminate such interference, we are developing a

protocol which involves multiple samples at multiple sites inside and

. . .. .' , , , , ,-
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outside the region. At each site, at least 100 (ideally) daily samples

are taken and analyzed for the tracer elements. Logarithmic frequency

distributions of the various X/Se ratios are then constructed and exa-

mined for the presence of modes, or maxima, which represent characteris-

tic aerosols for the sites. The meteorological and chemical characteris-

tics of the samples in a mode usually give a good idea of its source. By

combining the modal information from several sites in a region, its aero-

sol may be distinguished from those of neighboring regions with greater

certainty. As a final check, regional signatures are verified by sampling

downwind of the region. This also reveals whether any elemental ratios

change significantly during transport.

To date, we have used filter samples of total ae-rosol exclusively

(and successfully) for our tracer system. In effect, this provides size-

segregated data because the tracer elements chosen are mostly submicron.

True fine-particle samples would probably improve the tracer system by

reducing the variability of elemental ratios and allowing mixed-mode ele-

ments such as Fe, Co and Cr to be considered. But the degree of improve-

ment is not yet known, and must be considered in light of the facts that

size-segregated samples are smaller and not readily available from many

regions of interest. Size-segregated samples may be desirable, but they

are certainly not necessary at present.

Factor analysis and cluster analysis, while useful for understanding

broad elemental relationships and the general pollution character of a

site, have not been particularly successful in selecting elements or de-

fining signatures. The reason for this seems to be that both these tech-

niques, as well as all others which are based on single measures of simi-

larity between elements in a collection of samples, do not adequately
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reveal the complex relationships implicit in multi-modal frequency dis-

tributions.

Regional signatures in North America, Europe and the Arctic

Figure 1 shows the six X/Se distributions for six sites at which we

have reasonable amounts of data: Narragansett, Rhode Island and Underhill,

Vermont (eastern North America); Kecskemet, Hungary and Rarvik, Sweden

(Europe); and Barrow, Alaska and Bear Island, Norway (Arctic) (7). Depend-

ing on element and location, 1-4 modes are seen in each distribution. The

modes are reasonably symetric (i.e., log-normal), with geometric standard

deviations of 1.4-1.6 (68% of the points found within a total factor of

2-3). Some modes have geometric standard deviations as low as 1.2.

More types of aerosol may be present at a site than suggested by

the major modes. Broader-than-normal modes may be composed of two or

more unresolved modes, as seems often to be the case for Zn/Se and Sb/Se,

for example. Small features may represent infrequent appearances of aero-

sols which are more important elsewhere. An example of this is the small

upper mode of As/Se at R~rvik (ratios of 8-10), which coincides with the

principal mode (6-12) at Kecskemgt (we show below that the upper mode at

Rorvik was created by a pulse of aerosol from eastern Europe). Another

example is the lower shoulder of Zn/Se at Narragansett (ratios of 10-20),

which has been resolved into a discrete mode by subsequent shorter-period

samples. The real number of modes in most distributions is still unknown,

and may be considerably larger than the number apparent from Figure 1.

The membership in most modes is organized, that is, samples in a

certain mode of one distribution are usually found together in other

distributions. For example, the samples from Eastern Europe which com-

prise the upper As/Se mode at R~rvik also comprise the low shoulder of
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noncrustal V/Se there (ratios of 3-6). This illustrates that discrete

aerosols with reproducible signatures do indeed exist. As demonstrated

below, they can usually be identified with well-defined geographical

source areas.

We are presently working with 12 regional signatures derived from

the modes of Figure I and their raw data. These signatures, six of which

are from North America and six of which are from Europe, are shown in

Table 1. The signature of regional New England (NE) was derived from

four daily samples at Underhill (4-7 August 1982), in aged Canadian air

masses which had not been affected by the large nonferrous smelters of

the Sudbury Basin. The outstanding feature of this signature is its low

As/Se ratio, which we interpret to mean minimal coal influence. We have

also detected this signature in Narragansett and South Portland, Maine

(the small low-As mode at Narragansett in Figure 1 is associated with this

kind of aerosol). The "Boston" aerosol (BOS) was derived from three daily

samples at Narragansett when the winds came from the direction of Boston

and Providence and SO2 concentrations were high (20 July, 3, 6 August 1982).

The New York City signature (NYC) came from six semi-weekly samples taken

in midtown Manhattan during winter 1977-78. In order to better apply this

signature to summer samples elsewhere, we have reduced its noncrustal V

by 50% (8). To better simulate the regional signature near New York, we

have reduced the Zn, which is abnormally enriched in urban aerosol, by

30% (because 30% of the Zn is coarse-particle, and presumably local, not

regional, there). The Washington, D.C. signature (WASH) came from grand

averages of individual average concentrations for 10 sites in the Washing-

ton area during August and September 1976 (9). As in New York, Zn was

reduced by 30% in an attempt to represent aerosol from the central mid-
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Atlantic states. The Midwest coal signature (XWC) was derived from four

daily samples in Underhill, Vermont in July 1982, when an unusually strong

signal of coal was present and associated with winds from the S-SW. This

signature does not represent pure coal emissions, of course, but rather

an area where coal emissions are unusually strong. The Canadian smelter

signal (SONT) was derived from three samples in southern Ontario roughly

300 km ESE of Sudbury (10). Et is enriched in As and In. (The small

groups of samples defining the signatures were representative distilla-

tions of larger sets of data; the numbers of samples in each group were

kept comparable for statistical purposes.)

The samples from Kecskemet and Rorvik have allowed us to construct

six regional signatures for Europe, three from the East and three from

the West. Signature EEURH came from 4 samples associated with the most

prominent mode of As/Se in Kecskemgt. Signature EEURS came from three

samples at R6rvik during the most intense "black episode" (11) of the

last decade. As shown in Table 2, this aerosol was very different from

that before and after the episode, and had eastern European rather than

western European characteristics. These samples made up most of the

small upper mode of As/Se at R6rvik shown in Figure 1. Signature EEURF

came from four samples at Ahtgri, southern Finland, during the same black

episode. Table 2 also shows these samples and how they closely resembled

aerosol at Rdrvik during the same period. The two signatures of western

Europe, WEURS and WEURH, were derived from 5 samples at R6rvik when the

winds were from the SW and 5 samples at Kecskemgt when the winds were

from the west, respectively. For at least As/Se and noncrustal V/Se,

these samples appeared in well-defined modes at the two sites. The last

European signature is of Scandinavia (SCANS), as determined from periods
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of unusually high noncrustal V/Se at RSrvik, which usually coincided

with weak circulation or winds from the north.

The western and eastern European signatures confirm the existence

of general regional aerosols which appear at various sites in and around

large source regions. Because the three eastern signatures are so simi-

lar, they can be combined into a general eastern European signature (EEUR),

as shown in Table 1. Similarly, the two western European signatures can

be combined into the general WEUR. As more data become available from

eastern North America, it should be possible to construct general signa-

tures there as well. For -lustrative purposes we have combined the four

coastal signatures NE, BOS, NYC and WASH into ECOAST, which is also shown

in Table 1. (For later use, all samples from North America and Europe

were combined to form the continental signatures NA MER and EUR.) Note

chat the principal modes of As/Se, noncrustal V/Se and Zn/Se at Barrow

and Bear Island agree quite well with the WEUR and EEUR modes at R6rvik

and Kecskemet.

Some of the most significant features emerging for elemental tracers

are that the tracing power varies widely from element to element, that

the majority of the tracing power is vested in only a very few elements,

and that the discriminatory power of an element, as measured by the range

of its X/Se ratio and its degree of modality, is similar at widely diverse

sites. For example, As/Se and Zn/Se, have, respectively, large ranges with

well-defined multiple modes and small ranges with single modes at most

sites. Thus, some elements are inherently much better tracers than others.

The reasons for this, although not yet fully understood, are probably geo-

chemical. They may well be related to large-scale elemental variations

in the earth's crust.
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Table 3 illustrates two ways to measure the relative discrimina-

tory power of tracer elements. In the first, linear discriminant analy-

sis was used to classify the 48 signatures of Table 1 into the twelve,

six and two groups shown in Table 3. Initially, all six of our X/Se

ratios were used. Then the samples were reclassified with each of the

ratios removed in turn. The greater the discriminatory power of a ratio,

the more samples will be misclassified when it is removed. The results

showed that As/Se and noncrustal V/Se had the greatest discriminatory

power, Zn/Se had somewhat less power, and that the other three ratios

contributed little or nothing on the average. When both As/Se and non-

crustal V/Se were removed, the extent of misclassification became greater

than their summed individual effects. As a more sophisticated test of

discriminatory power, stepwise discriminant analysis (13) was applied to

the six ratios as they were used to segregate the 48 samples into groups

of twelve, six and two signatures. The results are shown at the bottom

of Table 3. As/Se and noncrustal V/Se were the only tw ratios possessing

good tracer power in all three cases. We suspect that these results are

general for North America and Eurasia.

In an effort to improve the discriminatory power of our ratios, we

are presently investigating the possibility of using quadratic discrimi-

nant analysis, where elemental ratios are replaced by higher-order terms.

The discriminatory power of optimized quadratic functions of ratios seems

to be at least 20-40% greater than that of linear functions. Products

involving As/Se and noncrustal V/Se are the most useful.

Empirical confirmation that certain elements are crucial to a succes-

ful regional tracer system comes from comparing our experience in southern

Sweden with that of Lannefors et al. (14), who took daily aerosol samples
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for one year at Sji6ngen, only 200 km NE of R6rvik. Their data, which

contained S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Br and Pb but

lacked As, Se, Sb and In, were unable to differentiate between aerosol

from eastern and western Europe.

Recall that our seven-element tracer system was based on elements

which were pollution-derived, fine-particle, and determined well by neu-

tron activation. To test whether these criteria were unduly restrictive,

we have investigated the tracer power of nine additional elements (Al,

Sc, Cr, Co, Fe, La, Ce, Sm, Th) by means of stepwise discriminant ana-

lysis on the same 48 signature samples. These elements are as well deter-

mined as the seven basic tracers, but are mostly coarse-particle in the

aerosol (Cr, Co and Fe usually have a fine-particle component, and La and

Ce occasionally do). In general, the tracer power of La, Ce and Sc was

comparable to or better than that of Sb, In and noncrustal Mn but less

than that of As, noncrustal V and Zn. Al, Sm and Th appeared to have

little promise as tracers. Fe, Co and Cr behaved in an intermediate

fashion. At this tire, it is not known how the apparent tracer power of

La, Ce and Sc is partitioned between coarse- and fine-particle components.

That fraction associated with coarse aerosol may be less useful than sug-

gested by these signature samples, because coarse aerosol is not trans-

ported as efficiently as fine aerosol is.

Use of regional signatures to classify unknown samples

Once discriminant analysis has been used to determine classification

criteria from samples with distinctive signatures, one may then classify

other, nonsignature samples (i.e., not used to determine a signature) into

those groups. In the ultimate case, the origin of an aerosol sample could

be determined "blind", that is, from its chemical composition alone. We
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have not yet achieved this ideal, nor are we sure that it will ever be

possible or even necessary.

Table 4 illustrates the present status of geographical classification

of unknown samples by our seven-element tracer system. In the upper part

of the table, nonsignature samples from Narragansett, Underhill, R~rvik and

Kecskemet have been classified as North American or European based first

on twelve individual signatures, then on six regional signatures, and

finally on the two continental signatures of Table.l. All samples from

Kecskemet were always classified correctly (to Europe). At Narragansett,

90-95% were classified correctly (to North America). At Underhill and

Rorvik, however, only 60-80% were classified correctly. Very similar

results were obtained when the noncrustal Mn/Se and tn/Se ratios were

eliminated. Classifying samples by continent is a severe test, however,

because it is much more difficult for entire continents to have distinc-

tive signatures than it is for smaller regions.

The center of Table 4 shows how samples at 3ear Island and 3arrow

were classified relative to the five most appropriate regional signa-

tures (SCANS, 'WEYR, EEUR, ECOAST, XWC). Only 1 out of 32 (3%) and 5

out of 33 (15%), respectively, were called North American. This ccnfi-m7s

our earlier conclusions, reached independently, that Arctic pollution aero-

sol is strongly Eurasian in origin (15). As high-quality signatures for

the Soviet Union become available, the number of cases of Arctic aerosol

classified as North American will probably decline even further.

The bottom of Table A illustrates how the nonsignature samples at

Narragansett and Undernill were classified relative to the six North

American signatures. At Narragansett, the four coastal signatures ac-

counted for three-quarters of the cases, with the other quarter coming
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from the interior coal signature. This result is striking, for it con-

firms in a multi-elemental sense the conclusions about dominance of coastal

aerosol reached earlier by noncrustal Mn and V alone (8). At Underhill, on

the other hand, the most common signature is New England, (40%) followed by

other East Coast (30%) and interior coal (25%). Considering Underhill's

location in northern New England, this distribution of sources is highly

reasonable.

Apportionment of tracer elements among regional sources

Discriminant analysis determines which of several signatures is most

likely to account for an aerosol sample. In actuality, however, most aero-

sol samples come from more than one source, either because of the history

of the air mass or because of changes of air mass during sampling. Using

least-squares techniques, the abundances of the seven tracer elements in

a sample can be apportioned among the various regional aerosols which may

have contributed to it (16). Table 6 illustrates one such apportionment

for an August 1979 aerosol sample from Narragansett, using the elemental

concentrations of the five regional aerosols listed in Table 5 (17). In

this sample, the abundances of six of the seven tracer elements were ac-

counted for to better than 20% by four of the signatures (NYC gave a nega-

tive coefficient, so it was eliminated and the regression was rerun with

four sources). The weighting factor shown on the left is really two fac-

tors, one to scale the numerical values of the different elements and

another to weight As, Se, noncrustal V and Zn relative to Sb, In and non-

crustal Mn. (The final apportionment is insensitive to weighting factor,

however.) Note that about one-half the As and Se were associated with the

interior coal signal, whereas 60-80% of the Sb, Zn, In and noncrustal Mn

and more than 90% of the noncrustal V came from the coastal sou-:e. This

type of result is conmon for Narragansett during summer.
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Table 7 sunarizes the apportionments of 14 consecutive semi-weekly

samples from Narragansett ouring summer 1979, and shows that the mix of

sources can vary strongly in response to large-scale meteorology. During

summer 1979, Narragansett had two major sulfate episodes, one in July and

one in August. The first was a "typical" summer episode, with winds from

the S-W. The second episode was different, however. It had the highest

summer sulfate seen to that time in Narragansett, but the lowest (most

northeastern) noncrustal Mn/V ratios and the lowest As. Meteorological

maps showed this latter episode to have been the product of large-scale

stagnation in the Northeast of air which had originated largely in the

upper Great Lakes and Canada. In other words, the first episode appeared

to be mid-Atlantic and/or midwestern in origin, whereas the second appeared

to be more New Englznd/Canadian.

The apportionments bore out these observations. The first episode

had high regression coefficients from the Midwest, normal coefficients

from Boston, and low coefficients from New England. The second episode,

by contrast, had coefficients of 0.0 from the Midwest combined with normal-

to-high coefficients from Boston and New England. Washington aerosol was

negligible throughout the period; contributions from the New York area were

low-to-moderate and irregular.

Regional apportionment of sulfate

Although our tracer system is based on primary pollution elements,

i.e., those emitted directly as aerosol, one of it3 most important uses

will be to understand the regional origins of secondary species, such as

sulfate and acidity, which are formed in the atmosphere from primary pre-

cursors. Sulfate is the most abundant constituent of many remote aerosols;

both sulfate and acidity are of great concern in acid deposition.
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Strictly speaking, primary constituents cannot trace secondary con-

stituents. Near strong sources of (primary) aerosol, such as in large

urban or industrial areas, our tracer system should work poorly for sul-

fate. Outside urban/industrial areas, however, where regional aerosols

dominate, a primary tracer system should work better, although there may

still be difficulties. In remote areas, primary tracers should work still

better, because most of the peimary precursors such as SO2 will have been

converted or otherwise removed, i.e., the secondary species will have

reached quasi-stable proportions. Under these conditions, the aged re-

gional aerosols would effectively contain a sulfate component linked to

the primary signature elements.

This appears to be the situation at Underhill, Vermont, for example.

In a series of 39 daily samples from July and August 1982, we have ieter-

mined the "effective" sulfate in the various regional signatures by first

apportioning the seven tracer elements, then regressing the sulfate of

each sample against the regional coefficients derived for that sample.

The results gave the collowing approximate concentrations of sulfate:

-3 -321+1 ,Ig m for the interior coal signature (MWC), 7+3 Ig m for the mid-

Atlantic region (WASH) and 3+1 Pg m-3 for the local aerosol (NE). Based

on these values, the predicted sulfate concentrations generally reproduced

the observed values to within 25% or so (Figure 2). This accuracy is

comparable to that obtained for the primary tracer elements. In particu-

lar, each of the peaks and valleys of sulfate was predicted.

At Narragansett, Rhode Island, however, the same approach gave dis-

tinctly poorer results. Figure 2 shows the observed and predicted sulfate

for 21 semi-weekly samples during Juie-September 1979. The fractional

errors were twice as large as at Underhill, neither peaks nor valleys
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were predicted correctly, and a period of low sulfate at the beginning

was missed entirely. This behavior is consistent with Narragansett's

less remote location and with the abundant SO2 observed there even during

simmer (2-20 L.g m- 3 ) (18). The "noise" in sulfate at Narragansett most

likely results from variable and unpredictable oxidation of this sub-

regional SO2 , on a scale too small to be seen at Underhill. This com-

plexity is borne out by time traces of the elements at Narragansett, which

are considerably more irregular relative to each other and to sulfate than

at Underhill. Thus, it woulcl appear that both primary and seconday aero-

sol of the coastal Northeast are more local in origin than in northern

New England. Control of this aerosol and its deposition will require

different strategies for different parts of the Northeast.

The future

Tn spite of the successes given above, the exploitation of regional

tracers of pollution aerosol is still new. Almost every aspect of the

procedure is sure to be improved. Particular benefits, though, will come

from attention to a few key areas: systematic search for additional ele-

ments with high tracer potential, tests of the gains from significantly

increased numbers of samples per site and per signature, evaluation of the

utility of size-segregated sampling, refinement of ways to trace secon-

dary ipecies, and additional exploratory applications to aerosol of remote

areas. Incorporating organic compounds and stable isotopes into signa-

tures also has great potential. Lastly, the application of regional

tracers to precipitation would seem to be a logical extension of high

priority.
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Table 1. Elemental signatures for source aerosols in

North America and Europe.

Source N As/Se Sb/Se xV/Se Zn/Se xMn/Se In/Se(xlOOO)

Individual sources

SCANS 5 2.8+0.7 1.14+0.82 24+5 46+19 6.1+4.1 10.4+4.2

WEURS 5 1.92+0.43 1.05+0.29 5.9+1.3 37+4 6.6+1.4 14.3+7.1
WEURH 5 3.5;0.4 0.78+0.27 8.374.4 60726 7.774.4 14.5712.5

EEURF 5 7.3+1.0 1.37+0.31 8.0+1.7 54+3 10.2+2.0 13.4+3.2
EEURS 3 7.3;1.0 1.7470.10 4.971.1 6674 13.8.2.6 15.272.1
EEURH 4 8.9+0.3 I. 180.12 5.371.2 4875 10.276.2 10.273.4

NE 4 0.136+0.047 0.46+0.13 11.6+2.6 32+5 9.4+2.4 11.0 5.4
BOS 3 0.71.0.29 0.91I.0.46 3576 37-3 4.270.8 5.370.5
NYC 3 1.11;0.13 1.78+0.92 11.3+3.0 40+4 6.7+1.8 10.2+4.0
WASH 4 1.480.31 0.830.12 10.071.8 2375 4.672.9 7.2-1.5

IWC 4 0.93+0.14 0.29+0.12 2.0+0.7 11.1+2.9 2.7+1.1 4.3+2.0

SONT 3 8.1+1.2 0.76+0.11 2.0+1.3 57+4 14.0+1.7 51+25

Regional means

SCANS 5 2.8+0.7 1.14+0.82 24+5 46+19 6.1+4.1 10.4+4.2

WEUR 10 2.7+0.9 0.91+0.30 7.1+3.3 48+21 7.1+3.1 14.4+9.6

EEUR 12 7.8+1.1 1.40+0.30 6.3+2.0 55+8 11.1+4.0 12.8+3.4

ECOAST 14 0.85+0.58 0.95+0.64 16.1+10.7 32+8 6.4+3.0 8.5+3.9

YWC 4 0.93+0.14 0.29+0.12 2.0+0.7 11.1+2.9 2.71.1 4.3+2.0

SONT 3 8.1+1.2 0.76+0.11 2.0+1.3 57+4 14.0+1.7 51+25

Continental means

EUR 27 5.0+2.7 1.17+0.47 9.9+7.6 51+16 8.7+4.2 12.9+6.4

NA.ER 21 1.90+2.7 0.80+0.58 11.4+11.0 32+15 6.8+4.2 13.8+17.8
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Table 2. An episode of east European aerosol at Sweden and Finland.

Dates of sample Sulfate .As/Se Sb/Se xV/Se Zn/Se xMn/Se In/Se
(Wg m-3 ) (xI03 )

R~rvik, Sweden

11-13 January 1982 2.4 3.0 0.67 15.4 69 13.1 17.4
13-15 January 1982 5.4 9.6 2.45 50 52 26.5 31

15-18 January 1982 12.9 4.0 0.8 5.2 49 6.0 <3
18-20 January 1982* 11.1 7.4 1.85 6.0 70 13.0 16.1
20-21 January 1982* 19.5 8.2 1.68 3.8 65 11.7 12.8
21-22 January 1982* 35.5 6.3 1.68 4.8 63 16.8 16.7
22-25 January 1982 8.26 3.3 1.83 4.2 33 4.5 7.6
25-27 January 1982 3.6 1.8 0.98 14.6 31 3.5 13.1

Ahtri Finland

17-18 January 1982 6.5 3.4 0.60 9.4 54 3.8 7.2
18-19 January 1982 5.3 2.6 0.64 8.0 66 5.7 11
19-20 January 1982 3.7 5.5 1.3 8.9 58 9.5 15
20-21 January 1982* 19.4 6.6 1.6 5.7 52 13 13
21-22 January 1982* 9.0 6.8 1.5 7.0 56 11 11
22-23 January 1982* 17.8 5.9 16 8.3 52 10 10
23-24 January 1982 0.95 4.6 0.86 10 52 7.6 18

, East European aerosol present
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Table 3. Two estimates of the relative discriminatory power of various

elemental ratios on the 48 signature samples of Table 1.

Elemental ratio omitted Number ot samples misclassifieg (out or 46)
With 12 individual With 6 regional With 2 continental

signatures signatures signatures

1 2 7

As/Se 6 13 13

Sb/Se 1 2 6

xV/Se 3 6 7

Zn/Se 2 3 9
X4rn/Se 1 4 7

In/Se 2 2 7

As/Se, xV/Se 13 19 10

.Mn/Se, In/Se 2 -- --

Sb/Se, Zn/Se -- 5 --

Sb/Se, Zn/Se 8
xMn/Se, ln/Se" 8

Ratios indicated by stepwise discriminant analysis to be lacking in
discriminatory power.

Oman
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Table 4. Classification of nonsignature aerosol samples

in North America and Europe.

Site Classified as
N. America Europe N. America Eurooe N. America Europe
(Using 12 individual (Using 6 regional (Using 2 continental

signatures) signatures) signatures)

Narragansett, RI 98 3 92 9 94 7

Underhill, Vermont 25 10 22 13 29 6

Rdrvik, Sweden 21 45 19 47 28 38

Kecskemet, Hungary 0 22 0 22 0 22

(Using 5 regional
signatures)

Bear Island 1 31
(Without In/Se)

Barrow, Alaska 5 28
(Without In/Se)

SONT NE BOS NYC WASH MWC

Narragansett, RI 0 17 17 8 37 22

Underhill, Vermont 1 14 1 7 3 9
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On the Aerosol Particle Size Distribution Spectrum in Alaskan Air Mass Systems:
Arctic Haze and Non-Haze Episodes

GLENN E. SHAW

Geophysical Institute. University of Alaska. Fairbanks 99701

(Manuscript received 29 July 1982, in final form 26 January 1983)

ABSTRACT

Aerosols in central Alaskan winter air mass systems were classified according to size by diffusive separation
and light-scattering spectrometry. Particles entering central Alaska from the Pacific Marine environment had
number concentrations ranging from 300 to 2000 cm-' (geometric mean 685 cm-) and unimnoda' size
spectra, with maximum in number concentration near I x 10' cm radius.

Air masses entering Alaska from the Eurasian Arctic possessed a factor of two smaller aerosol number
concentrations than Pacific Marine systems (e.g.. 150-700 cm': geometric mean 386 cm - 1) but contained
a factor of two greater particle volume loading within the fine particle radius range -5 x 10' < r < I
X 10-1 cm. The particles in Eurasian Arctic air masses were bimodally distributed, with maxima in the
particle size spectra near r - 3 × 10' and S X 10' cm. Sulfur was the predominant element in all cas
studied.

A particle depleted region was present in the size spectra obtained for Eurasian Arctic air masses. The
deficiency of particles in the 10' cm radius range is interpreted as being the result of thermal coagulation
taking place between sulfur-rich nuclei (produced at a rate of 10- 20 to 10" g cm-'s-' and in sizes: i 0'
cm) and "large" (r - 10" 5 cm) imported primary particles. The primary particles are in the removal-resistant
Greenfield Gap (r - 10-3 cm) and seem to originate in the central Eurasian region.

1. Introduction 2. Remarks concerning the measurement location

This paper describes the size spectrum signature The aerosol size distribution experiments were
of aerosols in the lower troposphere in central Alaska conducted from Ester Dome Observatory (64°53'N,
during Arctic haze and non-Arctic haze episodes. The 14803'W, 715 m MSL) near the center of the broad
emphasis is on particles in the radius range 10- 7 to valleys draining the Yukon River and its tributaries.
10-5 cm, though some limited information is also Interior Alaska (Fig. I) is generally the region north
being reported on the size spectrum of particles with and west of the Alaska Range and south of the Brooks
radius r > 10- cm. We were concerned with air Range. It is large enough to permit the identification
masses free of local contamination, -local" referring and tracking of fronts yet small enough to display
to distance scales of the order 500 km. Size spectra uniform synoptic weather conditions and climatic
were measured with a diffusion battery and laser spec- uniformity (Bilello, 1974). It has a continental climate
trometer in late winter and early spring. because the Alaska Range barrier shields it from

The clean air mass systems studied may be char- strong cyclonic systems in the Gulf of Alaska. The
acterized as follows: surface is snow-covered and below 0°C from October

1) The winter-Alaskan air masses were minimally to April.
affected by local crustal and organic material from In this vast area, the only significant anthropogenic

source of pollution is Fairbanks (population 50 000),vegetation due to the extensive snow-cover. but the emissions from the cty remain under strong
2) Solar ultraviolet radiation was negligible except and persistent temperature inversions (Benson, 1970)

for a few periods in March. and flow te at ure inveroad ( ons
3) The air mass systems investigated originated and flow katabatically down the broad flood plains

from two surrounding physical environments: Eu- of the Tanana River. At no time during the experi-
rasian Arctic and Pacific Marine (Northern Pacific meants were contaminant aerosols from the city de-tectable at Ester Dome Observatory. Aerosol concen-
Ocean). tration remained constant to within a factor of two

The atmospheric particles, as far as can be deter- over an interval of hours and sometimes days, chang-
mined, were transport. into central Alaska from ing significantly only when meteorological conditions
outside Alaska's bounc es and probably consist of changed on the mesoscale.
a combination of primary and secondary particles. On cloud-free days in winter the horizontal visi-

C 1983 Amencan Meteorological Society
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Fia. i. The gleographic region of interior Alaska is north and west of the Alaska P.inge and south or the Brooks
Rangle. In winter. pollutants from Fairbanks are trapped by strong, persistent temper.ure inversions and flow down
the flood plains or the Tanana River. thereby not affecting Ester Dome Observatory.

bility sometimes lowered from one or two hundred usual procedure of holding the air sample in a cont-
kilometers to several tens of kilometers. These periods tamner. In the latter case. highly mobile small particles
of haziness occurred in association with air masses are lost by diffusing to the walls of the holding
entering Alaska from the Eurasian Arctic. They are chamber.
examples of the so-called "Arctic Haze" phenomena Particles transmitted through the diffusion bar-rier
(Mitchell, 1956; Rahn. 1981Ia). were counted with a photoelectric condensation nu-

clei counter. The counter was similar in dimensions
Expeimenal mthodand expansion ratio to a Nolan-Pollak counter. It

E" eim"almthdemployed a light emitting diode sending a paraxial
The size spectrum of the aerosols was determined beam of light 0.8 cm diameter along the axis of a

in the Aitken radius range (-2 x 10-  < r < l0- s  humidified stainless steel cylinder. 4 cm in diameter
cm) with a diffusion battery using Nuclepore* poly- and 75 cm in length. This instrument was calibrated
carbonate substrate diffusion screens (Twomey, 1976) to an estimated relative accuracy of 2% against a con-
with monodisperse pores ranging in diameter from vergent beam Nolan-Pollak counter (serial number
0.6 to 8 jtm. This system was connected by short 16) at the NOAA Station at Barrow, Alaska, which
lengthxs of stainless steel tubing to keep interstage dif- in turn had undergone recent primary calibration.
fusion losses of particles to a minimum. Since in cen- We have attempted to evaluate the magnitude of
tral Alaska the aerosol concentration often remained errors, especially systematic errors, that could influ-~
constant to within several percent for times of 15 mai ence the sizes determined from the diffusion battery.
or longer, one could carry out an entire measurement Porosity of the filters (the ratio of pore area to filter
sequence (which consisted of 16 combinations of dif- substrate area) and the distribution of pore sizes in
fusion screen pore diameters and air flow rates) by the Nuclepore filters were evaluated by electron Wi-

sampling in the free atmost cr. This procedure croscopy to an estimated accuracy of 5%. FloW rate
eliminated systematic errors ir.:roduced by the more wasmeasured to 2% accuracy.

,,*E__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The lower radius limit below which particles are suits were obtained for the differential number con-
not nucleated into droplets in the fog chamber can- centration in the particle radius range where the two
not, tifortunately, be specified very accurately. It is instruments (the aerosol spectrometer and the dif-
likel) to be larger than that deduced from the Kelvin fusion battery) overlapped; typic 'y the agreement
equation (r - 10 - cm for the counter used) and may between the two was better than a factor of two.
be aslarge as 5 × 10-7 to I X 10- cm (Liu and Kim,
1977; Liu and Pui, 1979; Podzimek and Yue, 1982; 4. Results
Sinclair, 1982). Twomey (1976) discusses the uncer-
tainty associated with particle counting using a No- Size spectra for particles in air masses which had
lan-Pollack counter. invaded interior Alaska in the late winter-early spring

The fidelity to which the mathematical inversion months, 1982, are illustrated in Fig. 2 and associated
program reproduced a size spectrum in the presence aerosol and meteorological parameters are listed in
of measurement errors was investigated by perform- Table 1. The geographical regions reached when trac-
ing test inversions on simulated data degraded with ing backwards from Ester Dome along isobaric tra-
noise. We employed the nonlinear inversion method jectories (850 mb) for a period of five days prior to
described by Twomey (1975). These tests showed the individual aerosol determinations are listed in
conclusively that the mathematical inversion was ca- column 3.
pable of delineating the major features of an aerosol Any special conditions noted at the station during
size distribution spectrum over the radius range -5 the time of measurement are noted in column 5 of
X 10-' < r < 10' cm. The presence of two modes Table 1; several of the measurements were made
in the particle size distribution function, separated by when there was visual pervasive haze, definite haze
a minimum of A logr - 0.5, could be unambiguously streaks against the sky and/or lowered visibility of the
detected, though three or more modes within the par- foothills and mountains of the Alaska Range. Some-
ticle range 5 X 10' < r < 10' cm were sometimes times there were cases when visual haze was suspected
not recovered with acceptable fidelity. The number 'ut difficult to confirm because of localized clouds
concentration and mean modal radii for two modes, near the distant mountain ranges or poor illumina-
in the presence of 15% rms measurement noise, re- tion. For example, it seemed generally hazy around
produced to .20 and ±50% accuracy, respectively. 13, 14 February (the time of the first two observations
Further information on the capabilities and limita- listed in Table 1), but we could not be sure that haze
tic. s of the nonlinear inversion as applied to diffusion was definitely present at the ti, -ie of measurement.
battery measurements is discussed by Gras (1981). On 4 March, the aureole of scat, .:red light around the

Later in this paper we will discuss certain differ- sun was smaller (-5-100 diameter), whiter and
ences which exist in the size spectrum between haze brighter than it usually is, possibly arising from re-
and non-haze episodes occurring in interior Alaska. sidual giant sea salt particles that had been carried in
The differences that occurred according to numerical from the North Pacific.
calculations conducted on noise-degraded data are In Table 1, column 6 indicates the number con-
quite discernible with the nonlinear inversion and centration of aerosols no, and column 7 lists the ac-
cannot be attributed to systematic error, even for cumulated specific volume of aerosol in the fine par-
"worse cases" of measurement uncertainty. ticle modes (aerosol smaller than I X 10- cm radius).

The data discussed in this paper were obtained Thus, on 13 February 1982 the particle concentration
during periods when meteorological conditions al- (r > 5 X 10 - cm) was 170 cm - 3, and the specific
lowed aerosol concentrations to remain constant for volume occupied by fine-mode aerosols was 0.49
one hour. Furthermore, the requirement was stipu- X 10-12 cm1 per cubic centimeter of air. Assuming
ated that three or more independent measurements the particles are composed of a material of mass den-

made with the diffusion battery repeat within at least sity 2 g cm', the just-mentioned specific volume
±5% accuracy, would imply a mass loading of I jug m -3 of particles

In some cases the aerosol size spectrum was ex- in the fine mode (r < I X 10- 1 in). Total particle
tended to a larger particle radius range (namely I mass concentrations for aerosols during Arctic haze
X 10- 9 < r < 3 X 10- 4 cm) by using a commercial episodes have been previously estimated to be 5-10
laser aerosol spectrometer (Particle Measuring Sys- ug M- 3 (Barrie et al.. 1981; Rahn, 1981b).
tern Model LAS-X) which was frequently calibrated On the basis of the back trajectory information
with monodisperse latex spheres in the manner spec- (column 3 of Table I) we have placed each size spec.
ified by the manufacturer. Unfortunately, the laser trum into one of two categories, "Eurasian Arctic"
particle spectrometer was inoperative during much or "Pacific Marine" (Table 1, last column). On 24
of the time during which the e. eriments were being February the back trajectory extended from Ester
performed, so only six size spectra have tl% extended Dome northwestward to -80"N latitude, but then
range size distribution information. Ace ,table re- arched over and went southward into the ice-free re-

,.L. .. .. _ . . . .. .. _"_ _,,
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TADLs I. Aerool and meteorological parameteus for data aphed in Fig. 2.

Tempera- Special 1 nal mode Volume
Date Time Trajectory location ture conditions no volume clasji-

(1982) (LST) 5-days back (0C) near station (cm - ) (10
-12 cm, cm -') cation*

February 13 1230 North Central Siberia -18 Haze (?) 170 0.49 EA

February 14 1250 North Central Siberia -30 Haze (.?) 390 0.75 EA

February 21 1530 Central USSR -30 Visual haze 400 0.37 EA
and streaks

February 24 1620 South Berin Sea -19 Strong haze 320 0.69 EA ()
(low into high
Arctic. then down)

Februry 27 2130 East Siberia and -18 560 0.09 PM
Bering Sea

March 4 0930 North Pacific -to Small. bright 770 0.59 PM
solar aureole

March 14 1210 Convergent How -17 550 0.89 Transitional
North Pacific and
North Siberia.

March 16 1200 North Pacific -7 Frontal passage 700 0.07 PM

March 19 1420 North Pacific Sea of +5 1750 0.72 PM
Okhotsk

March 21 1230 Sea of Okhotsk +10 Snow falling 280 0.04 PM

March26 1720 Central Siberia- -15 Strong haze 710 0.35 EA
Taymyr Peninsula

April 3 1800 North Pacific -7 1200 1.6 PM

April 6 1500 North Pacific +2 400 0.18 PM

EA, Eurasian Arctic air masses Geometric Mean 386 0.55
PM, Pacific Marine air masses Geometric Mean 685 0.23

gion of the Bering Sea, it is thus difficult to know how modal and monomodal nature of Eurasian Arctic and
to classify this trajectory; we have tentatively placed Pacific Marine aerosols seems to represent a funda.
it in the Eurasian Arctic classification. Similarly, it mental property.
is difficult to know how to classify the air mass char- The total particle number concentration shown in
acteristic for 14 March since there was convergent Table I (r> 5 X 10-' cm) is larger (geometric mean
flow entering central Alaska from the North Pacific 685 cm- 1) in the set of Pacific Marine spectra than
and from the northern Siberian Arctic. We have plot- it is for the set of Eurasian Arctic data (geometric
ted the size spectra in Fig. 2 separately in accordance mean 386 cm-3 ). On the other hand, total volume
with the classification just mentioned. The two "am- loading in the fine particle radius interval r < I X 10-s

biguous" cases were plotted in the Eurasian Arctic cm is greater for Eurasian Arctic air masses (geo-
classification (24 February is the curve with long metric mean 0.55 X 1012 cm 3 cm -3 ) than it is for
dashes: 14 March is the curve extending into the ra- Pacific Marine conditions (geometric mean 0.23
dius range r > 2 x 10-5 cm). These two spectra are X 10-' cm3 cm-3). Arctic haze episodes (Eurasian
intermediate or transitional between no haze (Pacific Arctic air masses) tend to have low total particle num-
Marine air masses) and Arctic haze (Eurasian Arctic ber concentrations but high aerosol mass in the radius
air masses), range < I X 10-" cm.

The size spectra for air masses emanating from the Fig. 2c shows the rate of transport of aerosol vol-
Eurasian Arctic (labeled Arctic haze in Fig. 2) are ume (equal to aerosol mass for a particle density of
bimodal, with maxima in dn/d !ogr near r am 3 1 g cm- 3) passing through the aerosol size distribution
X lO- cm and r - 8 x l0- r- whereas the size by coagulation of particles with each other under the
spectra for Pacific Marine "no."ee" conditions are action of thermal Brownian motion. It was calculated
monomodal, peaking near l0' cm radius. The bi- by using the expression
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- ' C' particle size distribution in Fig. 2 for particles smaller
FRx) f n(J) f (u + v)K(v, u)n(u)dudu than r - 2 x 10-6 cm would change noticeably by

coagulation in times less than the time of air mass
f" Zf transport, which was always greater than one day.

+ na(u), uK(v, u)n(u)dudv, (1) However, particles larger than r =a 2 X 10- 6 cm would

take longer to change significantly and the presence
where FRx) is given in cm 3 s-' cm -3 of air, and K(u, ofconsiderable numbers of particles present at or near
v) is the product of collision probability and collision r = 10-' cm would take - 100 days to re-establish
efficiency for particles with volumes u and v present themselves, once removed by coagulation. From this
in number concentrations n(u)du and n(v)du inter- it may be inferred that the large mode in Eurasian
acting with each other under thermal movements. Arctic air masses has not been produced by coagu-
The calculations of Fig. 2c employed coagulation lation.
coefficients computed according to Walter (1973). Eq.
(1) was solved numerically with quadrature using in- 5. Discussion
crements of 4 logr = 0.01.

Coagulative mass flux passing through the size dis- In all instances, particles were present in small
tribution (shown in Fig. 2c) would be constant be- enough size (i.e., r < 1 X 10-6 cm) and large enough
tween r, and r2 for the steady state conditions of par- concentrations to alter significantly by thermal co-
ticles of radii r = ri, being continually created by agulation in times of several hours (Fig. 2d), which
homogeneous nucleation of trace gases, growing by indicates that particles of r < 10" cm are being sup-
coalescence to larger sizes and finally being removed plied to the atmosphere by nucleation under low sun-
by external processes at r = r2. light illumination conditions typical of the winter

It would seem from Fig. 2c that quasi steady-state sub-Arctic environment. The growth of the nucleated
coagulative mass transfer processes are taking place embryos for no haze Pacific Marine air flow is sur-
approximately over'the radius interval 101 < r mised to proceed by thermal coagulation, as evi-
< 10-1 cm for Pacific Marine "no haze" conditions. denced by the relative constancy of coagulative mass
On the other hand, in Eurasian Arctic air masses, the flux in the radius interval 106 to 10-' cm. According
coagulative flux peaks distinctly at r 10-5 cm. One to Fig. 2c, gas-to-particle conversion must be taking
might infer from this behavior that the clean "no place at a rate of 1020 to 10 " g cm 3 s' (assuming
haze" Pacific Marine air masses are in or approaching a particle mass density if I g cm-3 ).
a coagulative quasi steady-state condition (where It was not feasible to determine the composition
small particles nucleate, pass by thermal coagulation of particles smaller than r - I X 10- 1 cm, but -98%
to larger sizes and then are removed), whereas this of particles near this size limit contained sulfate, as
process is beginning to break down for aerosols in evidenced by the formation of'reaction rings upon
contaminated air masses originating in the Eurasian impaction on a BaCI2 substrate (Ayers, 1977: Bigg et
Arctic. A possible reason for this behavior, as ex- al., 1974) and by the existence of str, ng sulfur X-ray
plained later, is the coexistence of primary pollution lines in X-ray spectrograms of the particles. No at-
particles of r - 10- 5 cm, which efficiently remove tempt was made to differentiate different compounds
small nuclei by coagulating with them. of sulfate, but probably the fine Aitken particles con-

Fig. 2d shows the time constant over which sig- sist of sulfuric acid droplets and ammonium sulfate
nificant changes in the aerosol size spectrum (over (Bigg. 1980). Aerosols from the Gulf of Alaska seem
one decade of particle size) would occur due to par- to be representative of a more general tropospheric
ticle coagulation under Brownian motion. Though background sulfate aerosol (Haaf and Jaenicke, 1980).
there are a variety of time constants one can use to Similar aerosols, by chemistry, have been detected in
describe coagulative processes, the one graphed is the stratosphere (Bigg, 1976) and over the Antarctic

ice sheet (Bigg, 1980).
F 4wr 1[ dn(r) 1 The source and composition of the background gas
L3FHr)JLd Io' (2) nucleating the sulfate aerosols is unknown, but it may

consist of Marine biogenically-produced long-lived
The time constant ic provides an idea of the length dimethyl sulphide or carbon bisulphide (Logan et al.,

of time over which significant changes can take place 1979: Sze and Ko, 1979). It is not clear to what extent
within ± one-half decade of particle size in the ob- anthropogenic pollution is a contributor to the tro-
served aerosol size spectrum by thermal coagulation pospheric background sulfate aerosol.
in the hypothetical case of an abrupt change or cutoff The background Pacific Marine aerosol concentra-
in the feed particles entering by gas-to-particle con- tion observed in interior Alaska has a geometric mean
version. Smaller particles have the '.ighest mobilities, number concentration two to three times larger than
hence the shortest time constan i. Features of the that observed at Barrow, Alaska during non-Arctic
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haze conditions (Bodhaine, et al., 1981), whereas the The presence of a mode of large (i.e., r -a 10- cm)
number concentration of aerosols in Eurasian Arctic possibly pollution-derived aerosol entering Alaska
air masses are comparable for interior Alaska and modifies the general backtrTound tropospheric aerosol
Point Barrow. The Pacific Marine air masses affecting upon which it is superir, )sed considerably because
interior Alaska have a travel time of one to several of coagulative interactions between the "pollution"
days, whereas the clean non-Arctic haze air masses and "natural" aerosol. Walter's solution of the co-
observed at Point Barrow must be less marine in na- agulation equation and our observation suggest that
ture. the most obvious manifestation of the nonlinear co-

The bimodality of Arctic haze aerosols may be in- agulative interaction is to deplete the size spectrum
terpreted on the basis of a coagulation model de- in particles of r - 10- 1 cm. This interaction, ac-
scribed by Walter (1973). Waiter's calculations in- cording to the solutions of the coagulation equation
dicate that under the assumption of a constant rate leads to the somewhat ironic conclusion that the in-
of production of embryonic nuclei,' a quasi-station- troduction of a large, but submicron, pollution aero-
ary. monotonically decreasing, aerosol-size distribu- sol component into an air mass containing a general
tiot function sets up under the action of thermal co- tropospheric aerosol lowers, rather than raises, the
agulation and within a time of - I day. If large (i.e., overall aerosol number concentration.
r - 2 X 10-1 cm) particles are now superimposed on It is unfortunate that no information was acquired
this system, Walter showed that their presence intro- in these experiments on the size spectrum of optically-
duces a depletion region or gap in the particle size active (0.1 < r < 0.5 pm) particles for Eurasian Arctic
distribution function due to the very nonlinear pro- air mass systems (the LAS-X spectrometer was out
cesses of interparticle thermal coagulation. For ex- of service during the strong haze episodes). The one
ample, when the nuclei production rate is 100 cm - 3 case plotted in Fig. 2 where size information is avail-
(r = 1.2 x 10-7 cm) and when the large (r > I X 10- 5 able (14 March) was a transitional episode, not being
cm) particle concentration is maintained at -550 clearly identifiable as Pacific Marine or Eurasian Arc-
cm-3, the gap or depleted region in the size spectrum tic. In all instances (14 March included), the optical
extends from r = 4 X 10-" to r - 2 X 10-6 cm, extinction coefficient is calculated to be $ < 5 X 10- '
approximately corresponding to that observed in the cm-' at wavelength 500 nm.
Eurasian Arctic size spectra. Information of the size distribution of "large" (i.e.,

The bimodality of the Arctic haze aerosols is there- r > I x 10-5 cm) particles in Arctic haze has been
fore simply explained by hypothesizing that there ex- discussed by Heintzenherg (1980); the general fea-
ist enhanced (over the quasi-stationary state) num- tures of our size spectra for Arctic haze coincide
ben of r =a I X 10-1 cm particles present in Eurasian rather well with his in the radius interval 5 X 10- 6
Arctic air masses and that these large primary par. < r < 10-" cm. Heintzenberg's inversion technique
ticles are superimposed on the more general back- (inversion of multi-wavelength Nephelometer data
ground secondary aerosol, which is being fed mass and no), however, was insensitive to the particle size
at a rate of 10-1s to 10- 0 g cM-3 s- '. Since Arctic range r < 5 X 10- cm so his data do not show the
haze is suspected to derive from pollution sources bimodality of Arctic Haze.
(Rahn. 1981), the gap in the Aitken particle size dis- Finally, we note that Haaf and Jaenicke (1980)
tribution for Eurasian Arctic air masses represents, found that aerosols at a remote mountain location
according to this hypothesis, a manifestation of pri- and aerosols measured during the 1978 North Atlan-
mary pollution aerosol traveling to Alaska from dis- tic FS "Meteor" expedition, exhibited monomoda
tances of several thousand kilometers. Coal fired characteristics with maxima in dn/d logr near r
power plants and other industrial activity employing - 10"' cm during night; but they found evidence of
combustion, inject large amounts of r - 2 X 10-  a smaller mode (estimated to be near r - 2 X 10-
cm particles directly into the atmosphere (McElroy, cm) existing during sunlit conditions. The Pacific
er al., 1982). Particles of radius - 10-5 cm are re- Marine aerosol reaching central Alaska seems similar
moval-resistant, being too large to be efficiently re- to that reported by Haaf and Jaenicke for dark con-
moved by diffusive processes and too small to be re- ditions.
moved very efficiently by inertially controlled pro-
cesses (within the Greenfield Gap). Therefore, they 6. Conclusions
can be carried for long distances. In the concentra- We reached the following conclusions about aero-
tions found (- 10 crtf) they coagulate slowly with sols in Eurasian Arctic and "clear" Pacific Marine air
characteristic time constants of 10-100 days. masses:

'It was assumed by waiter that embr. sare formed at a con- * Pacific Marine and Eurasian Arctic air mass sys-
stnt rate and within a narrow size int .,val centered at r - i.0 tems imported to Alaska over transport pathways of
x [o-' cm. 500-4000 kin show systematically different aerosol
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II. Renewal Proposal: 1 October 1983 -30 September 1986 (URI)

A. Introduction and rationale

During the last three years, the basic character of our ONE
Arctic studies has changed. Three years ago, we were still working for
Arctic haze to be accepted as a scientific fact and to attract additional
research groups to study it. We had just completed the Second Symposium
on Arctic Air Chemistry, at the University of Rhode Island, which was
attended by 46 people from six countries. In spite of all this effort,
Arctic Air Chemistry was still a very limited field.

Much is different now. Due mostly (we believe) to the symposium
and the publicity it received by being published in a special issue of
Atmospheric Environment, Arctic air chemistry is suddenly very popular.
Dr. B. Ottar of the Norwegian Institute of Air Research, a long-term
collaborator with the University of Rhode Island, received a five-year
contract from British Petroleum for research in the Norwegian Arctic. The
potential climatic effects of the Arctic aerosol are being evaluated by a
number of different groups. In spring 1983, there were no less than five
research aircraft operating in the Norwegian and Alaskan Arctic! (We
feared for a collision.) Of NOAA/GMCC's four Baseline Monitoring
Observatories, Barrow is currently the most newsworthy, having surpassed
the long-time leader Mauna Loa.

In short, we have accomplished our goal of establishing Arctic air
chemistry as a recognized discipline. The time between when we first
realized the importance of pollution aerosol at Barrow and when everyone
else realized it was just about five years.

As more researchers entered the field, we were able to stop being
generalists and return to being trace-element specialists. This
opportunity came at exactly the right time, because it was during these
last three years that we were first in a position to devise a system of
regional elemental tracers which could determine with confidence and
directness where the sources of Arctic aerosol really were. Recently, we
have devoted ourselves nearly exclusively to this task, and because of
its success so far, wish to continue for the foreseeable future.

The field of elemental tracers is too big and too important to be
restricted to the Arctic, however. The ability to determine the source
area of a pollution aerosol up to thousands of km from its source is so
valuable in so many areas that we are now diversifying our efforts
considerably. During the past two years, we have become deeply Involved
in the acid-precipitation question in the northeastern United States, by
using elemental tracers to determine the source areas of pollution
aerosol there. We are now being funded for this work by EPA, DOE and the
Ohio Electric Utilities Institute (see Section II.D for details), and as
a group are devoting at least half our time to it. Ultimately, we expect
to expend roughly two-thirds of our efforts on non-Arctic applications of
elemental tracers.

Another important change was the relation between us and the
University of Alaska. As we at URI have come to spend more and more time
on elemental tracers, our interaction with the University of Alaska has
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of necessity declined. This situation should not change appreciably in
the near future. To recognize this de facto divergence, we have decided
that the two groups should deal with ONR individually from now on. Thus,
this renewal proposal is for URI only. Because of our additional work in
other areas, we have decreased the budget.

B. Specific Projects

1. Samplinx and analysis of Barrow surface aerosol

We are continuing to collect aerosol samples at the
GMCC Baseline Observatory in Barrow even though we no longer analyze them
all. The GMCC management is more than willing to work with us under
these ground rules, and so we will continue. The -niples will be used
primarily for special studies, as the need arises ist winter we had
two such occasions. The first was associated wit he still-unexplained
plume from Bennett Island in February 1983. Care %nalysis of our
samples before, during and after the time when th '.ume should have
reached Barrow showed nothing unusual, at least a ,t ground. The other
special period was during the AGASP flights in Mi . 83, when daily
samples were taken to better coordinate the fligh. ,ear Barrow (during
the rest of last winter, semi-weekly samples were taken).

Our elemental-tracer system has revealed that the Barrow aerosol
takes on only a limited number of different compositions, each of which
can be related to distinct point and area sources in Eurasia. One of the
major goals of further analysis of the Barrow samples will be to
investigate these aerosols during the three winters for which we have
daily samples (our detailed analysis of the Barrow aerosol has been based
on only semi-weekly samples so far). The first of these winters is
already partially analyzed--we will finish it during the next year or
so. Major questions to be addressed include:

Do the multi-elemental analyses show that a given type of
aerosol remains at Barrow for several days at a time, as suggested
already by the noncrustal Mn/V ratios from the first winter? (This is
very different from the Norwegian Arctic, where air masses and aerosols
change more rapidly during much of the winter.)

How well can ground-level aerosol at Barrow be related to
aerosol aloft in the Eurasian Arctic that we are also measuring?

Can these Eurasian samples be used to give an idea of the
time it takes air masses to move across the Arctic to Barrow?

Are ground-level aerosols at Barrow noticeably more
homogenized than they are in the Eurasian Arctic?

How often is the Noril'sk signature seen? (Until now, we
have seen It In only one of 50 samples.)

Are bona fide North American aerosols ever seen at Barrow?

Are any signatures seen at Barrow for which we do not know
the source?
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Can the detailed signatures at Barrow be related to
large-scale meteorological features in the same way that the Mn/V ratio
wa3 (Raatz thesis)? Do any new ideas about transport result?

2. Particle-size distributions of the Barrow aerosol,
(Lewis, M.S. thesis).

This M.S. thesis of Ms. No~lle F. Lewis of URI will be
completed very early in this project. At present, she is scheduled to
defend It in September or October 1983. After that, she will prepare two
or three articles for publication.

3. The Arctic Gas- and Aerosol-Sampling Program (AGASP)

As noted in Section I.A.l, four members of this
project participated in the AGASP flights of March and April 1983.
During the first year of this project, we will be analyzing our samples,
comparing results with those of other participants, and preparing them
for presentation at the Third Symposium in May 1984. These flights are
of considerable interest to us for several reasons: the Alaskan flights
came during the heaviest haze of the season, stratospheric aerosol from
El Chichon volcano appears to have been intercepted once or twice over
Alaska and Greenland, and much of the flying near Norway took place in
air masses which had come strongly from the western Soviet Union.

There has already been talk about possible AGASP II and AGASP III

experiments. We will participate in ell subsequent AGASP's.

4. Aerosol in the Norwegian Arctic.

Through previous cooperation with Dr. B. Ottar and the
Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU), we have determined that
aerosols at Spitsbergen and Bear Island have elemental signatures which
can be identified with Eurasian sources. (See Section I.E.5 for examples
of signatures at Bear Island.) During a recent visit to NILU. K. Rahn
and B. Ottar agreed to a cooperative program in which URI would analyze
NILU's recent aerosol samples taken as part of their BP study. The data

will enhance NILU's understanding of their samples, and will greatly aid
URI's attempts to broaden its data base in the Arctic. The first group
of samples has arrived at URI, and consists of 127 exposed filters from 9
ground sites taken nearly simuPlaneously during March 1983. Among the
sites are such interesting locations as Spitsbergen, Bear Island, Hopen
(just east of Spitsbergen), and Jan Mayen. These samples should be
especially valuable to us, for we have never had a chance to examine the
Arctic aerosol on such a small scale before. The results should also
offer a great deal of information about diffusion vs. organized transport
in the Arctic.

5. Elemental signature of the Nikel' smelter.

In conversations with Dr. B. Ottar and others at NILU,
it became apparent that they were quite concerned about the influence of
a Ni-Cu smelter at Nikel' on their samples throughout the Norwegian
Arctic. This smelter is located in the extreme northwestern USSR, just a
few Iam from the Norwegian border. Because NILU's SO2 samplers in the
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area have recorded extremely high concentrations with winds from the
direction of the smelter, NILU has come to feel that Nikel' may be a
stronger source than is presently recognized.

It would therefore be of interest to determine the elemental
signature of Nikel' and see whether it is indeed detectable in other
parts of the Norwegian Arctic. To aid in this, NILU has provided us with
four low-volume filter samples taken at border sites approximately 20 km
from the smelter, during periods when SO2 was extremely concentrated
(150-700 lg m-3 ). We have begun to analyze these filters, with great
success so far. As, In and Mo are already seen to be highly enriched in
the Nikel' plume.

While the smelter at Nikel' is not the only one on the Kola
Peninsula, nor necessarily the largest, it is certainly a worthy object
of study. Its signature will be compared with those we have developed
for other smelters in the Noril'sk complex and the Sudbury Basin.

6. The URI European Aerosol-Samplin K Network

The URI European Aerosol-Sampling Network was begun in
1981 to measure the elemental signatures in various parts of Europe and
compare them with signatures in the Arctic. It has been a huge success
(Section I.B.). During the next years, we will analyze these samples
further, and arrange for additional samples to be taken as needed to
supplement our picture. For example, we have a complete year of samples
from Finland which we have not been able to analyze yet. We expect to
expend considerable effort on the European Aerosol-Sampling Network
during the next three years.

7. Aircraft sampling in the Eurasian Arctic

During the next three years, we will also be devoting
a large part of our effort to analyzing aerosol samples from the Eurasian
Arctic provided to us by the Air Force. Now that this is an official
program between ONR and the Air Force, we expect to receive filters
regularly, and will use them to study the vertical distribution of Arctic
aerosol, its patterns of injection into the Arctic from Eurasia, and to
develop signatures for the Eurasian Arctic and compare them with
signatures in the Alaskan and Norwegian Arctic. Seasonal variations will
also be studied.

8. Bromine in the Arctic atmosphere.

Our cooperative effort on bromine in the Arctic
atmosphere will also continue. Dr. Walter Berg of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research is presently leading this program, and we are
pleased to be part of it. He and colleagues are measuring gaseous and
particulate bromine during selected intensive field periods at Barrow; we
contribute year-round data on particulate bromine from Barrow and our

other sites throughout the Arctic, as well as vertical information from
our aircraft samples. One major article on this work has already been
accepted by Journal of Geophysical Research; a second smaller one is
being prepared.
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9. Third Symposium on Arctic Air Chemistry

Thu bilrd Symposium on Arctic Air Chemistry will be
held 7-9 May 1984 in Toronto. It will be hosted by Dr. L.A. Barrie of
the Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service and chaired by K. Rahn of
URI. The Canadians are taking care of all the logistical arrangements,
Barrie and Rahn will select the papers jointly for presentation, and K.
Rahn will probably again serve as guest editor for an issue of
Atmospheric Environment in which all the papers will be published. Other
than travel funds for the URI group, nothing will be required of ONE.

C. Facilities available

Most of the work proposed here will be done in the Rhode
Island Nuclear Science Center (RINSC), where the URI Graduate School of
Oceanography's Center for Atmospheric Chemistry Studies/Arctic Section is
located. The RINSC swimming-pool reactor operates at two megawatts and
delivers a thermal neutron flux of 3x1O1 2n cm-2s- 1 at the
irradiation sites. Counting equipment presently available to GSO
investigators at the RINSC includes five large Ge(Li) solid-state
detectors (efficiency 7% to 25% relative to Nal (TI) crystals) and
associated electronics, which may be used with Nuclear Data Model 2200 or
Canberra Industries Model 8100 4096-channel analyzers or a Digital
Equipment Corporation PRA-11 pulse height analysis system. Gamma spectra
are analyzed on either the main campus IBM 370-65 computer or in the Bay
Campus PRIME system, both via magnetic tape output. For the PHA-II
system, spectra may be analyzed directly on the PDP-11/40 computer which
is part of the system. During the early stages of this project, we
expect to supplement this counting equipment with a new $90,000 system
bought mostly with EPA funds. This new equipment will be the property of
our Arctic group, and should increase our analytical efficiency by at
least a factor of two. In the near future, we hope to further supplement
this equipment with funds from other sources, possibly including ONR.

Also located at the RINSC is complete atomic absorption analysis
laboratory, with three Perkin-Elmer instruments (Models 503, 603 and
5000), HGA-2000 and HGA-2100 heated graphite atomizer attachments, Models
AS-i and AS-40 sample changers, a HGA-500 programmer, two LFE model
LTA-550 low-temperature ashers, and other accessories. For a standard
user fee, this laboratory is available to all GSO investigators.

Also in the RINSC are two chemical laboratories, a large Class 100
clean laboratory, two smaller clean benches and a small machine shop. A

larger machine shop is located on the main campus.

For analysis of sulfate, one of the chemistry laboratories has a
Varian Series 634 UV-visible spectrophotometer with autosampler and DR37
digital printer. Other facilities available through the Center for
Atmospheric Chemistry Studies and the Graduate School of Oceanography
include an Alden facsimile machine for receiving meteorological maps; a
Dionex ion chromatograph for analysis of sulfate, sulfite, nitrate, etc.;
and two electron microscopes, one with microprobe attachment.
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D. Current support and pending applications

Dr. Kenneth A. Rahn - Research Professor, University of Rhode Island

Title Agency Duration Amount P.I. Time

Current support

Arctic Haze: Natural ONR 1 Oct 1980- $177,983 75%
or Pollution? (This 30 Sept. 1983 FY83
contract, N00014-76- (renewal (URI portion
C-0435; with Dr. G. expected) $137,363)
Shaw of University
of Alaska)

Elemental tracers OEUI 7/15/82- $32,029 17%
for local vs. distant No end date
source areas of
pollution aerosol in
the Northeast

Boron as a tracer DOE 9/15/82- $39,994 8%
of aerosol from com- 8/31/83
bustion of coal
(with Dr. T.R. Fogg
of URI)Grant DE-FG22-
82-PC51260.

Pendin& ipplications

Arctic Haze: Natural ONR 10/1/83- $144,186 50%
or Pollution?(This 9/30/86 FY84
Contract, N00014-76-
C-0435)

Elemental tracers EPA 4/1/83- $149,671 25%
applied to transport 3/31/84
of aerosol from
Midwest to Northeast

Elemental tracers DOE 12/1/83- $300,000 25%
in northeastern 5/31/86 (Approx.)
precipitation. (To be submitted

late August 1983)
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K. Budgets - FY84. 85, 86

Fiscal year 1984

(1) Salaries

Principal Investlgator Dr. Kenneth A. Rahn $12,500
Research Professor - 4 months

Mr. Douglas H. Lowenthal 23,000
Research Specialist - 12 months

Graduate student - 12 months 8,500
Level 1I

Ms. Carla N. Bennett 6,000

Administrative Assistant - 6 months

TOTAL SALARIES $50,000

(2) Staff benefits

23.6% of nonclassified ($35,500) 8,378

33.3% of classified ($6,000) 1,998

TOTAL STAFF BENEFITS 10,376

(3) Permanent equipment

Cams-counting chain for new neutron-activation 20,000
analytical system (includes gama detector, amplifier,

analog-to-digital converter, interface, power supply,
pulser, lead shield.)

(4) Expendable equipment and supplies 5,000

(5) Travel

Domestic:
I RT Providence-Barrow & 5 days perdlem $2,000
Third Symposium on Arctic Air Chemistry,

Toronto (4 persons) 3,000
Miscellaneous meetings ....................... 2,000

Total Domestic Travel 7,000

Poreign:
GA? Meeting, West Germany ................... 1.200
October 1984 (KAR)

Total Foreign Travel 1,200

TOTAL TRAVEL 8,200
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(6) Publications 1,500

(7) Other

Computer 2,000

Maintenance of sampling and
analytical equipment 1,500

Freight 1,000

Telephone 1,000

Meteorolosical maps 700

Tuition for graduate student 2,500

Illustration services 1,000

TOTAL OTHER 9,700

(8) Indirect charges

47.9% of KTDC ($82,276) 39,410

(excluding capital equipment, graduate student
tuition, academic computer center)

TOTAL COSTS $144.186
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Fiscal year 1985

(1) Salaries

Principal Investigator Dr. Kenneth A. Rahn $10,000
Research Professor - 3 months

Mr. Douglas H. Lowenthal 24,500
Research Specialist - 12 months

Graduate student - 12 months 9,000
Level II

Ms. Carla N. Bennett 7,000

Administrative Assistant - 6 months

TOTAL SALARIES $50,500

(2) Staff benefits

23.6% of nonclassified ($34,500) 8,142
33.3% of classified ($7,000) 2,331

TOTAL STAFF BENEFITS 10,473

(3) Permanent equipment

Gamma-counting chain for new neturon-activation 20,000
analytical system (includes gamma detector,
amplifier, analog-to-digital converter, interface,
power supply, pulser, lead shield).

(4) Expendable equipment and supplies 5,000

(5) Travel

Domestic:
1 RT Providence-Barrow & 5 days periem 2,000
Miscellaneous meetings 2.000

Total Domestic Travel 4,000

Foreign:
Visit to agencies in URI European 3.000
Aerosol-Sampling Network

Total Foreign Travel 3,000

TOTAL TRAVEL 7,000

(6) Publications 1,500
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(7) Other

Computer 2,000
Maintenance of sampling and

analytical equipment 1,500
Freight 1,000
Telephone 1,000

Meteorological maps 700
Tuition for graduate student 2,800
Illustration services 1,000

TOTAL OTHER 10,000

(8) Indirect charges

47.9% of MTDC ($81,673) 39,121
(excludes capital equipment, graduate student
tuition, academic computer center)

TOTAL COSTS 1143.594
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Fiscal Year 1986

(1) Salaries

Principal Investigator Dr. Kenneth A. Rahn $11,000
Research Professor - 3 months

HMr. Douglas H. Lowenthal 26,000

Research Specialist - 12 months

Graduate student - 12 months 10,000
Level 1I

Mo. Carl& N. Bennett 8,000

Administrative Assistant - 6 months

TOTAL SALARIES $55,000

(2) Staff benefits

23.6% of nonclassified ($37,000) 8,732
33.3% of classified (8,000) 2,664 11,396

(3) Permanent equipment

PRINTRONIX high-speed printer for 20,000

new neutron-activation system

(4) Expendable equipment and supplies 5,000

(5) Travel

Domestic:
1 RT Providence-Barrow & 5 days perdiem 2,000
Miscellaneous meetings 2.000

Total Domestic Travel 4.000

Foreign:
GAF 1986 Annual Meeting, 2,000

West Germany

Total Foreign Travel 2,000

TOTAL TRAVEL 6,000

(6) Publications 2,000

(7) Other

Computer 3,000
Maintenance of sampling and

analytical equipment 1,500
Freight 1,000
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(7) Other (cont.)

Telephone 1,000
Meteorological maps 800
Tuition for graduate student 3,000
Illustration services 1,500

TOTAL OTHER 11,800

(8) Indirect charges

47.9% of NTDC ($88,196) 42,246
(excluding capital equipment, graduate tuition,
academic computer center)

TOTAL COSTS $153,442

N.an
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F. Comments on the budzets

Each of the three annual budgets proposed here is less in real
dollars than was the URI portion in the final year of our previous
contract period, FY1983. Rapidly rising institutional charges at the
University of Rhode Island (fringe benefits and overhead) have forced us
to reduce other items correspondingly. The principal cuts have come from
the Principal Investigator's salary, which has gone from 9 months support
in FY83 to the 4, 3 and 3 months proposed here. These reductions bring
his support in line with the actual effort given to this project, as his
efforts in other areas (such as acid precipitation) increase.

We are requesting $20,000 for permanent equipment each of the three
years. This project has purchased very little equipment over the years;

we wish to make up for this now by systematically supplementing our
analytical facilities at URI. We have just been awarded $94,000 from EPA
for the nucleus of a state-of-the-art neutron-activation system, which
will be the heart of our future efforts in atmospheric tracers. To fill
it out, we must use other sources, of which ONR will be one. Completing
the system will require an additional $200,000.

Our travel budgets are all smaller than in the past. This is allowed
by less field work in the Arctic and greater reimbursement of Dr. Rahn's
travel from other sources.

' . . II I l l I "
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NAPE: Kenneth A. Rahn

EDUCATION: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
B.S. in Chemistry, 1962

University of Michigan
Ph.D. in Meteorology, 1971

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE:

1983-Present Research Professor, Graduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode Island

1980-1983 Associate Research Professor, Graduate School of
Oceancgraphy, University of Rhode Island

1979 (Sumner) Visiting Scientist, Noregian Institute for Air
Research, Lillestrtm, Nor-way

1976 - 1979 Research Associate, Graduate School of Cceanography,
University of Rhode Island

1975 - 1976 Invited Visiting Scientist, Max-Planck-Institut f'
Chemie, Mairz, W. Ge.rany.

1973 - 1975 Research Associate, Graduate School of Oceanography,
University of Rhode Island

1971 - 1973 Research Associate, Institute for 'Nuclear Sciences,
University of Ghent, 3elgium

1968 - 1971 Graduate Assistant, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan

1970 (Summer) Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Liverrore, CalIffcr._ia

1963 - 1968 Science and Mathematics teacher, Classical Hi-h School,
Providence and Barrington College, _arrington, Rhode
Island

PROFESSIONAL American Chemical Society
SCC =-Y American Association for the Advancement of Science
. E'ERSHIPS: American M1eteorological Society

Gesellschaft ftr Aerosolforschurg

PUBLICATICNS:

JR Journal article, refereed
JT = Jour.-d article, nonrefereed

P = Popular article
CH = Chapter of took
CP = Conference prcceedi.-ngs
R = Report

JR Zams R., Robbins J.A., arnn K.A. and W-nchester J.1. (1970) Nondestr:ict4.-e
neutron activation analysis of air pollution particulates. Anal. Then.
42, 361.

C? Dams R., Rahn K.A., Robbins J.A., Nifong G.D. and Winchester J.W. (1971)
Multi-element analysis of air pollution particulates by nondestructive
neutron activation. Proceedings of the Second International Clean Air
Congress, eds. H.M. Englund and W.T. Beery, pp. 509-516. Academic Press,
New York.
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JR harrison P.R., Rahn K.A., Dams R., Robbir.ns J.A., Winchester J.W., Brar S.S.
and Nelson D.M. (1971) Areawide trace metal concentrations in Northwest
Indiana as determined by multielement neutron activation analysis: a
one-day study. J.Air Poll. Ccntr. Assoc. 21, 563.

JR Rahn K.A., Dams R., Robbins J.A. and Winchester J.W. (1971) Diurnal variations
of aerosol trace element concentrations as determined by nondestructive
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JR Dams R., Rahn K.A., Nifong G.E., Robbins J.A. and Winchester J.W. (1971) Non-
destructive multielement analysis of air pollution particulates. Isotopes
and Radiation Technology 9, 54.

JR Rahn K.A., Wesolowski J.J., John W. and Ralston H.R. (1971) Diurnal variations
of aerosol and trace element concentrations in Livermore, California.
J. Air Poll. Contr. Assoc. 21, 406.

CP Dams R., Robbins J.A., Rahn K•A. and Winchester J.W. (1971) Quantitative rela-
tionships among trace elements over industrialized Northwest Indiana.
In: Nuclear Techniques in Envirornmental Pollution, International Atomic
Energy Agency, vienna.

JR Dams R., Rahn K.A. and Winchester J.W. (1972) Evaluation of filter materials
and impaction surfaces for nondestructive neutron activation analysis
of aerosols. Env. Sci. Technol. 6, 441.

JR John W., Kaifer R., Rahn K. and eesolowski J.J. (1973) Trace element concen-
tr-ations in aerosols from the San Francisco Bay area. Atmcs. Environ. 7,
107.

C? Rahn K., Demuynck M., Dams R. and DeGraeve J. (1973) The chemical ccmpcsition
of the aerosol over Belgium. In: Proceedings of the Third Internatioral
Clean Air Corgress, Dsseldorf, Germany, C81-C84, VDI-Verlag GlmbH,
DUsseldorf, West Germany.

C? Heindryccc R., Cemuynck M., Dams R., Janssens M. and Rahn K.A. (1973) Mercury
and cadmium in Belgian aerosols. In: Colloouium on the Problems of the
Contamination of Man and His Environment by Mercury and Cadmium, Luxem-
bourg, July 1973, Sponsored by the Commission of the European Coummni-
ties, Directorate Health Protection.

R Rahn K.A., Beke G. and Windels G. (1974) An automatic filter changer for col-
lection of short-period high-volume aerosol samples. Atmos. Environ. 8,
635.

C? Rahn K.A., Borys R.D. and Duce R.A. (1975) The University of Rhode island's
air sampling program in the Northwest Territories. In: Recort of Polar
Meteorologj W'crkshop, Reno, N.evada, 1975. Desert Research institute
Laboratory of Atmospheric Physics, Technical Report, Series P (Physical
Sciences) N1o. 18, pp. 85-87.

C?.arrison P.R., Rahn K.A., Dams R., Robbins J.A. and Winchester J.W. (1975)
Areawide trace metal distributiorms in northwest Indiana aerosols. In:
Trace Contaminants in the Enviror~ent, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers Sym;csium Series, :lo. 149, pp. 19-25, Andre45 F. LeRoy, Ed.
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P Rahn K.A. (1975) On the road to clean air. Maritimnes 19 (1), 10-13.

JNR Rahn K.A. (1975) Chemical composition of the atmospheric aerosol: A
ccmpilation i. Extern 4, 286-313.

JNR Rahn K.A. (1975) Chemrical composition of the atmospheric aerosol: A
compilation II. Extern 4, 639-667.

CP Rahn K.A. and Harrison P.R. (1976) The chem-ical composition of Chicago
street dust. In: Atznoschere-Surface Exchange in Particulate and
Gaseous Pollutants (1974), Symposium Proceedings, CONF-740921, NTIS,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161, pp. 557-570.

JR Demuynck M., Ran K.A., Janssens M. and Dams R. (1976) Chemical analysis
of airborne particulate matter during a period of unusually high
pollution. Atmos. Environ. 10, 21-26.

JR Rahn K.A., 3orys R.D. and Duce R.A. (1976) Tropospheric halogen gases:
Lnorganic and organic components. Science 192, 549-550.

RJ Rahn K.A. (1976) Silicon and aluminum in atmospheric aerosols: Crust-air
fractionation? At.mos. Environ. 10, 597-601.

C? Rahn K.A. (1976) Systematic chemical diffe-ences between the atmospheric
aerosol -nd its deposition. In: jahreskcrmress 1975 ter Geselischaft
f lr Aerosolforschun a. 17., 15-17 October 1975, 3ad Soden (Tr., W.
Germany), 53-5b.

R Hahn K.A. (1976) The chemical o mposition of the atmospheric aerosol.
University of Rhode Island Techical Report, 265 pp.

C? Rahn K.A., 3orys R.D. and Duce R.A. (1977) Determination of incrganic
and organic components of gaseous chlorine, broine, and iodine in
the atmosphere. In: Scecial Environmental Renort No. 10. Air Dollu-
tion measurement technicues. World Meteorological Crganization
Report No. 460, Part i1, Geneva, Switzerland, pp. 172-178.

C? Rahn K.A., Sch&Itz L. and Jaenicke R. (1977) The cru.stal component of back-
gcurnd aercsols: its impcrtance Ln interpreting heavy metal data.
in: Scecial Ervirr.renta-. Recort No. 10. Air collution neasurement
tec hn-iques. Wcrld etecrolcgical rganlization Heport Mo. IcC, Fart
21 , 3eneva, Switzerland, pp. 150-156.

.R ?ahn K.A., 3(,r 's R.D. and Thaw G.E. ('977) The Asian source of Arctic
hnaze bands. Nature 268, 713-715,

7 '.a sa ". ., 'Ran K.A, and :uce R.A. (1978) Erroneous mass-size .nctions
from a '-_:oume zascade L:actor. Anos. Envn-on. 12, 1793-1795.
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